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Martin-Lof’s intuitionistic type theory may be seen as an open system or set of 
rules formalizing part of constructive reasoning and mathematics. The system can 
be viewed or read in several ways, in particular as a set theory and as a logic. It 
may also be considered as a programming language, as described in Martin-Lof 
[7] and Nordstrom et al. [ll]. There is what is called a standard interpretation of 
type theory given by Martin-LSf. This interpretation differs from the kind of 
interpretations or models many of us are used to, following Tarski and using set 
theory. Instead the rules are explained, i.e. given meaning or content, at the 
same time as they are being presented. 
The system presented in Martin-LGf [9], or variants thereof, is often referred to 
as total type theory. Martin-Lbf has extended total type theory to partial type 
theory by introducing an iteration type J2 and an element w E Q (see Section 4 
below) which, for example, allowed him to define a fixed point operator within 
the theory. Partial type theory turns out to be inconsistent when considered as a 
logic in the sense that each type is non-empty, including the type iVO for absurdity, 
which hence is true. Nonetheless, partial type theory is a perfectly good set 
theory and programming language. Unable to give a satisfactory standard 
interpretation of partial type theory, Martin-Lof [8] gave a domain interpretation 
in which each expression for an element of a type (this we call a term) is 
interpreted into a fixed domain. A presentation of this interpretation using 
information systems is given in Eklund [5]. 
In this paper we give an interpretation of partial type theory using the theory of 
Scott-Ershov domains and continuous functors from a domain into a category of 
domains. Each expresssion for a type, which we call set in the formal system, is 
interpreted as a continuous functor and hence as a continuous family of domains, 
and each term, i.e. expression for an element of a type, is interpreted as a 
continuous function over the continuous family of domains given by the type of 
the element. Dependent types in contexts are interpreted by what turns out to be 
a special case of Grothendieck fibrations. Our interpretation is effective (in the 
sense of computability) in that the interpretation of a type is an effective 
continuous functor and the interpretation of a term is an effective continuous 
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function. The interpretation has subsequently been extended to include universes 
in Palmgren [22]. 
There are other interpretations of type theory in the literature. Aczel [l] and 
Smith [18] give a logical interpretation of (total) type theory into a type-free 
theory of propositions. Beeson [2] gives a realizability interpretation of (total) 
type theory, Lindstrom [6] gives cpo interpretations of partial type theory within 
type theory itself, and Rezus [16] gives an interpretation into the graph model Pw 
of total type theory with one universe but lacking identity types. Also related is 
Coquand et al. [3], [4] h w ere, primarly, models for the polymorphic A-calculus 
are considered. They independently arrive at the same basic concepts such as 
continuous functors and Grothendieck fibrations but in a more general setting. 
The notion of a continuous functor over a domain, or at least a cpo, appears 
already in Plotkin [15]. 
The origin for this paper is a seminar by Dag Normann where he presented his 
work on what he calls Kleene spaces, see [12]. In contrast to the elements of 
domains, the elements of Kleene spaces are in some sense total. Thus it is not 
surprising that the notion of a continuous family of Kleene spaces, or a 
parametrization, is extremely and perhaps unnecessarily complicated. Our 
original objective was to do for domains what Normann tried to do for his Kleene 
spaces. This is carried out in Palmgren [13], where many of the basic notions of 
this paper are introduced and studied. 
In Section 1 we introduce the concept of a continuous family of domains 
indexed by a domain, also called a parametrization. Then, in Section 2, we study 
operations on parametrizations needed in order to carry out our interpretations. 
In Section 3 we introduce the notion of an effective parametrization and show 
that all the concepts and operations of Sections 1 and 2 have their effective 
counterparts. Our version of partial intuitionistic type theory is presented in 
Section 4. Then our first domain interpretation is carried out in Section 5. It 
satisfies the q-rule but it is not adequate for the operational semantics of type 
theory. Therefore this interpretation is modified in Section 6 and the modified 
version is proved to be adequate for the operational semantics. 
We wish to thank Per Martin-L6f for his help to increase our understanding of 
intuitionistic type theory, through seminars and informal conversations. In 
particular, we believe he was the first to suggest interpreting the Z-type using 
initial segments of domains. After the completion of this paper, the abstract 
Martin-Liif [lo] was brought to our attention, indicating that Martin-Lof more 
than anticipated many of our results. We also thank Dag Normann for the reason 
already mentioned and Ed Griffor and Ingrid Lindstrom for many stimulating and 
helpful conversations on the topic of this paper. 
1. Continuous families of domains 
In this section we first review some basic notions of domain theory. Then we 
make precise the category of domains, DOM, that we shall consider. A 
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continuous family of domains indexed by a fixed domain D will be a continuous 
functor from D into DOM, where D is considered as a category in the usual way. 
We define the notion of continuity for a functor in this special setting, motivated 
by continuity for domains. It turns out that this definition is equivalent to the 
usual notion of continuity for functors. Finally we observe that the continuity of 
functors is preserved under the usual operations on domains such as the function 
space operation. We will omit most proofs in this section. They can easily be 
obtained from some basic references such as Scott [17] and Smyth and Plotkin 
PI. 
Let D = (D; C, I) be a partially ordered set with least element I. A set A G D 
is directed if A # 0 and if x, y E A then there is z E A such that x Cz and y Fz. D is 
a complete partial order (cpo) if every directed set A c D has a least upper bound 
in D, denoted u A. An element a E D is said to be compact or finite if whenever 
a& u A, where A is directed, then there is x E A such that a Lx. Let DC = {a E D: 
a compact}, and for each x E D let approx(x) = {a E DC: a Lx}, the set of compact 
approximations of x. A cpo D is algebraic if for each x E D, approx(x) is directed 
and x = u approx(x). D is consistently complete if whenever a, b E DC are 
consistent, i.e. {a, b} is bounded from above in D, then u {a, b} = a U b exists in 
D. A Scott-Ershov domain or simply a domain is a consistently complete 
algebraic cpo . 
A function f : D+ E between domains is monotone if x Cy *f(x) cf(y), and 
continuous if, in addition, f(Ll A) = l-If(~) f or every directed set A. It is easily 
seen that f is continuous if and only if f is monotone and f(x) = U {f(a) :a E 
approx(x)} for each x E D. Furthermore, each monotone f : DC-, E has a unique 
continuous extension f : D + E, namely 
f(x) = U {f(a) : a E approx(x)}. 
The following simple characterization of continuity is often useful. 
Lemma 1.1. A function f : D --, E between domains is continuous if and only if f is 
monotone and whenever b E approx(f (x)) then there is a E approx(.x) such that 
b Lf(a). 
Let D and E be domains. Then the Cartesian product D x E is a domain when 
ordered coordinatewise, and the compact elements are (D x E)C = DC x E,. The 
separated sum D + E is the disjoint union of D and E adjoined with a element I, 
D + E = {I} U ((0, x):x ED} U ((1, y):y E E}. 
With the ordering inherited from D and E and with I as the least element, D + E 
is a domain. The lift D, of D is the domain obtained by adjoining a new bottom 
element I to D. The function space D * E consists of all continuous functions 
from D to E. It is also a domain with the pointwise ordering, i.e. 
f Cg iff Vx E D f (x) Q(x). 
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For the sake of notation and future reference we describe the compact elements 
ofD+E. LetaED,andbEE,anddefine (a;b):D+Eby 
(a;b)(x)=b ifa& 
= J_ else. 
Then (a ; b ) is the least element in D +- E which maps a to b. Furthermore (a ; b ) 
is compact and the compact elements of D + E are precisely the suprema of 
consistent finite sets of such functions. 
Let D and E be domains. Then D is a subdomain of E, denoted by D 4 E, if 
D = (D;C, I) is a substructure of E = (E;&, I) and the following hold: 
(i) A is a directed subset of D + u, A E D, 
(ii) D, G E,, and 
(iii) {a, b} E D, consistent in E 3 a LIE b E D. 
Let E be a domain and let { Dj : i E I} be a directed set of subdomains of E using 
the order a. Then we define a closure operator by 
Cl({D~:iEZ})={LI~C:C~U{(D~)~:iEZ}, Cdirected}. 
Proposition 1.2. Zf {Di : i E I} is a directed set of subdomains of E then 
cl({ Dj : i E I}) 4 E. In fact cl( { Di : i E I}) is the supremum of {Di : i E Z} in the set of 
subdomains of E. 
This proposition is the main ingredient in the proof of the following theorem 
due to Scott [17]. 
Theorem 1.3. Let E be a domain and let PE = {D: D 4 E}. Then PE = 
(P,; a, {I}) is a domain. 
For rather trivial set-theoretic reasons it does not suffice to use the domain of 
subdomains of a given domain in order to define continuity of families of domains 
(cf. Proposition 1.12). We need the more general situation where we consider 
embeddings of one domain into another. This is best described using the notion 
of projection pairs. 
A projection pair (f, g) from a domain D to a domain E is a pair of continuous 
functions f : D + E and g : E --, D such that g of = idD, the identity function on D, 
and fog FidE. The importance of this notion lies in the fact that the existence of 
a projection pair (f, g) from D to E is equivalent to D being isomorphic to a 
subdomain of E. In fact, f is injective and the subdomain is f (D). Normally we 
write a projection pair as (f +, f -) where f + : D + E is the embedding and 
f - : E + D is the projection. 
For later reference we state some easily verified properties of projection pairs. 
Lemma 1.4. Let (f’, f -) be a projection pair from D to E. Then 
(9 f ‘(In) = 1 E undf -( 1 E) = ID, 
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(ii) f’ is orderpreserving, i.e. x Ey ef’(x) &f’(y), 
(iii) for each x E D, y E E, f’(x) Cy ifix cf-(y), 
(iv) a E 0, $ f+(a) E E,, and 
(v) if (g+, g-) is another projection pair from D to E then f’ Cg+ iff g- if-. 
Note that (v) implies that one half of a projection pair uniquely determines the 
other half. Thus one may just consider embeddings, which sometimes is simpler. 
The following proposition characterizes when a function is an embedding. 
Proposition 1.5. Let D and E be domains and suppose f : DC+ E, satisfies 
(4 f (lo) = 113 
(b) f tk orderpreserving, and 
(c) iff (u) und f (b) are consistent in E then a and b are consistent in D and 
f(aub)=f@)Uf(b)- 
Then the unique continuous extension f + : D + E of f is the embedding of a 
projection pair from D to E. 
The conditions of the proposition are clearly necessary. 
Any partially ordered set may be viewed as a category. For a domain D, this is 
done by letting the objects of the category be the elements of D and letting the 
morphism set between objects x and y be the one point set {ix’} precisely when 
x my and the empty set otherwise. 
The category of domains that we consider we call DOM. The class of objects of 
DOM is the class of all domains. The morphism set from a domain D to a 
domain E is the set of all projection pairs from D to E. Suppose (f +, f -) is a 
projection pair from D to E and (g”, g-) is a projection pair from E to F. Then 
the composition of (f +, f -) and (g+, g-) is defined by 
It is easily verified that the composition of two projection pairs is again a 
projection pair and that DOM is a category. 
Let F : D + DOM be a functor. Recall that this means that F(x) is a domain for 
each x E D, and if x Cy then F(ixY) is a projection pair from F(x) to F(y) such 
that F(i,“) = id,,, and if x Fy and y &z then F(i,‘) = F(i,‘)o F(ixY). When x Cy 
we shall use the notation (FA, FX;) or, when that notation becomes too 
cumbersome, (F+[x, y], F-[x, y]), f or F(ixy). In case the functor is evident 
from the context, we will write zcv) for FTy(z), and wtX, for FJy(w) when z E F(x) 
and w E F(y). The latter notation is the most convenient one, not duplicating 
information unnecessarily. 
A functor F : D --, DOM may be viewed as a family of domains indexed by the 
domain D. Such a family is clearly monotone in the sense that if x Cy in D then 
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there is a projection pair from F(x) to F(y), that is F(x) is isomorphic to a 
subdomain of F(y). Along with Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 1.3, this motivates 
the following notion of continuity. 
Definition 1.6. Let F : D --, DOM be a functor. Then F is continuous if for each 
directed set A E D, F(U A) = cl({F+[y, u A](F(y)) :y EA}). A continuous 
functor F : D + DOM is called a parametrization. 
We use the term parametrization for continuous functors in our special setting 
just to remind us of this setting. There are several equivalent characterizations of 
continuity. 
Theorem 1.7. Let F : D --, DOM be a functor. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) F is continuous. 
(ii) For each x E D, F(x) = cl({F&(F(a)) :a E approx(x)}). 
(iii) For each x E D, F(x) = lim_{F(a) : a E approx(x)}, where lim_, denotes 
the directed colimit in DOM. 
In the following proposition we prove yet another characterization of con- 
tinuity, one which will frequently be used in the sequel. 
Proposition 1.8. Let F : D + DOM be a functor. Then F is continuous if and only 
if for each x E D, 
F(x), = IJ {F(a),‘“’ : u E approx(x)}. 
Proof. First assume that F is continuous. By Lemma 1.4(iv) we need only show 
the inclusion c. Suppose b E F(x),. By Theorem 1.7, b = u C where C E 
U {F(a)c(x): a E approx(x)} and C is directed. Since b is compact, there is d E C 
such that b Ld. But then b = d and hence there is a E approx(x) such that 
b E F(a),? 
For the converse, assume the condition is true. We show that for each x E D, 
F(x) = cl( { F(a)(“) : a E approx(x)}). By Proposition 1.2, we again need only show 
one inclusion. So suppose y E F(x). Then approx,(,)(y) G IJ {F(a),@) : a E 
approx(x)} by the condition and hence 
y = u approx,+)( y) E cl( { F(a)‘“’ : a E approx(x)}). 0 
Proposition 1.9. Let F: D+ DOM be a functor. Zf x CY &z then F(x),(‘) G 
F(Y )c(*). 
Proof. Suppose b E F(x),(Z) and let bI E F(x), such that bI(‘) = b. Then 
b = bI(“) = b,(Y)@). 
But bIti) E F(Y)~ since F&, is an embedding. 0 
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We now give some simple but important examples of parametrizations of 
domains. It will turn out that essentially these examples combined with certain 
closure operations are what we need for our interpretation. 
Example 1.10. Constant parametrizations. Let D and E be domains and let 
F: D+ DOM be defined by F(x) = E for each x E D, and F(ixy) = (id,, idE) 
whenever x Ey. 
Example 1.11. Initial segments of domains. Let D be a domain and for each 
x E D let D” = {y E D :y Lx}. It is easily verified that D” is a domain with the 
inherited ordering, in fact D” is a subdomain of D and D, fl D” = (D”)c. Define 
F: D+ DOM by F(x) = D”, and if x Cy define FL: Dx+ Dy by F;(z) = z and 
F,: Dy+ D” by F&(z) = u (approx(z) rl D”). Clearly (FTy, Fxy) is a projection 
pair and F is a functor. F is continuous by Proposition 1.8. 
It is easily seen that the parametrizations are closed under the Cartesian 
product, separated sum and lifting. Parametrizations are also closed under the 
function space construction, which is a special case of Theorem 2.11. To be 
precise, suppose F: D+DOM and G: D --, DOM are continuous functors. 
Define (F X G) : D -+DOM by (F x G)(x) = F(x) x G(x) and, when x 5y, 
(F x G)zy(z, w) = (F&(z), G:(w)). (Recall that it suffices to define half of a 
projection pair.) For the separated sum define (F + G): D+ DOM by 
(F + G)(x) = F(x) + G(x) and, when x Cy, 
(F + G),:(w) = IF(~)+G(~) ifw=I, 
= (0, FZY(~i(w))) if no(w) = 0, 
= (1, G&(ni(w))) if n,,(w) = 1. 
For lifting, define FL : D+ DOM by F,(x) = F(x), and, when x Ey, 
(F&o) = 1~~)~ if w = -LF(,)~, 
= F&(w) if w # l,(y)l. 
Finally define (F - G) : D + DOM by (F+ G)(x) = F(x)+ G(x) and, when 
x Ey, define (F + G),::(F(x)-, G(x))+ (F(Y)* G(Y)) by 
(F- G),:(f) = G;fF,. 
Proposition 1.12. Let F : D + DOM and G : D --, DOM be continuous functors. 
Then (F x G), + and (I;+ are continuous functors. 
Finally we show that parametrizations are closed under substitutions of 
continuous functions. 
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Proposition 1.13. Let F : E + DOM be a continuous functor and let f : D+ E be a 
continuous function. Then G : D + DOM is a continuous functor, where G(x) = 
F(f (x)) for x E D, and G(iXy) = F(iRXjfi’) when x Cy. 
Proof. By the monotonicity of f it follows that G is a functor. Suppose 
b E Go = F(f (x))=. Then, by the continuity of F, there is d E approxE(f (x)) 
such that b E F(d)= (-‘@I). By the continuity of f, there is a E approx(x) such that 
d Cf (a). But the n, by Proposition 1.9, b E F(f(a)),MX)) = G(a),(“). Cl 
2. Operations on parametrizations 
In this section we study operations on continuous families of domains, or 
parametrizations, needed for our interpretation of intuitionistic type theory. 
Let F : D + DOM be a continuous functor. Define 
zl(D, F) = {(x, y) :x E D, y e F(x)} 
and order Z(D, F) by 
(x, y) F(z, w) e XC, z and y(‘)+) w. 
The partially ordered set Z(D, F) is the disjoint sum of F over D. 
Theorem 2.1. Let F: D+ DOM be a continuous functor. Then Z(D, F) is a 
domain. 
Proof. For ease of notation we write Z for Z(D, F). It easily verified that Z is a 
partially ordered set with a least element (I, I,(,)). Suppose A G Z is a directed 
set. Then q,(A) = { x E D : 3y (x, y) E A} is directed and hence w = u JC~(A) E D. 
Let rtl(A) = { y”“) : (x, y ) E A}. Then JC~(A) is a directed subset of F(w) and hence 
(u n,(A), u q(A)) E 2. W e c aim 1 that u A = (U no(A), U n,(A)). It is clearly 
an upper bound. Suppose (u, V) E Z is an upper bound of A. Then for each 
x E n,(A), x cu so w = U q,(A) Cu. Let y E JC~(A). Then y = ylcw) for some 
(x, yi) E A and hence y (‘) - yl (w)(U) =yl@) F v since (x, y,) F (u, v). But then 
(u q,(A), u n,(A)) &(u, v) so U A = (u JC,,(A), u zl(A)). 
Next we show that 2, = {(a, b) : a E DC, b E F(a),}. Suppose (a, b) E Z,. Let 
Al = {(a, c):c E approx,(,,(b)}. Then Al is a directed set and U Al = (a, b), so 
b E F(a),. Similarly, let A0 = {(d, I FCd)) : d E approx(a)}. Then A0 is a directed 
set, so again a E DC. Conversely, suppose a E DC and b E F(a),, and let A c Z be a 
directed set such that (a, b) c U A. By the above, U A = (U n,(A), U nl(A)) so 
aLUsz,,(A) and b (W) KU n*(A), where w = U q(A). Since a E DC. there is _ 
x E no(A) such that a Cx. Furthermore b (W) E F(w),, so there is y E xl(A) such 
that b(“) Cy. Let y, be such that (x, yl) E A and let (x’, y’) E A be such that 
y = y""'. Then choose (x”, y”) EA such that (x, y,) C(x”, y”) and (x’, y’) 
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F (x”, y”). Thus a 5x CX”. Furthermore, 
#%“’ = 6’“’ Ly = y f(W) = y”““““’ cyr@) 9 
so b@“’ Ly”. This means (a, b) C(x”, y”) E A. 
Now we show that Z is an algebraic cpo. First we show that approx(x, y) is a 
directed set, for (x, y) E Z. So let (a, b), (c, d) E approx(x, y). Then a’ = a U c E 
D,, since D is consistently complete. Furthermore b’““, d’“” E ?‘(a’), are consis- 
tent, since both are dominated by y(=,). Let b’ = b’“” U d’“” E F(a’),. Then 
b r(x) = (b’“” ” d’““)‘“’ = b’“’ LJ d’“’ cy, 
since embeddings preserve arbitrary suprema. Thus approx(x, y) is directed. 
Recall that 
U approxk y) = (U nO(approx(x, Y)>, L-l Jcl(approx(x, y>>). 
Clearly, JcO(approx(x, y)) = approx(x), so x = u 3c0(approx(x, y)). We claim that 
Jcdapprox(x, Y)) = approx,&y). Firstly, 
ni(approx(x, y)) = {b’“‘: a E approx(x), b E F(u) c, 6’“’ Ey} 9 
so ni(approx(x, Y)) c approx,&y). For the converse inclusion suppose that 
d E approx,(,,(y). Then by the continuity of F there is a E approx(x), b E F(u), 
such that b(*) = d. Thus equality holds and y = u Jci(approx(.x, y)). 
Finally, the argument to show that ): is consistently complete is similar to the 
argument showing that approx(x, y) is directed. 0 
Note that the continuity of F was used at precisely one point in the proof, 
namely in showing that Z(D, F) was algebraic. 
In the special case that F: D-+ DOM is the constant parametrization of 
Example 1.10, i.e. F(x) = E for each x E D, then Z(D, F) = D X E. 
In order to interpret X-formation in intuitionistic type theory as a parametriza- 
tion, we must also consider Z as a functor. 
Definition 2.2. Let F : D+ DOM be a continuous functor. Then G is a 
parametrization over F if G : Z(D, F) - DOM is a continuous functor. 
Suppose F : D + DOM is a continuous functor and that G is a parametrization 
over F. Fix x E D and consider (y)G(x, y): F(x)+ DOM, where (y) denotes 
abstraction in the variable y. Then (y)G(x, y) is a continuous functor for each 
x E D by Proposition 1.13, since it is just the composition of G with fx : F(x)-, 
Z(D, F) defined by f,(y) = (x7 Y), which clearly is continuous. It follows that 
XV(x), (Y )G(K Y )) is a domain for each x E D. 
Define a functor Z(F, G) : D +- DOM by 
x(F, G)(x) = Z@‘(x), (y)G(xt Y)) 
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Theorem 2.3. Let F: D+ DOM be a continuous functor and let G be a 
parametrization over F. Then Z(F, G) : D + DOM is a continuous functor. 
Proof. For ease of notation we denote Z(F, G) by H. As already observed, H(x) 
is a domain for each x E D. Suppose x Fy and (u, v) E H(x). Then 
= H;;(uo), v(y*Ucy’)) = (zP(,), v(y’Ucv))(X,Uti’(z))) = (u, v(y~Ucy”(x,U,) = (u, v). 
By a similar calculation, H&,HX;(z, w) L(z, w). 
Thus (HA, H*y) is a projection pair in case each component is continuous. 
We verify this for H&, the other case being similar. To show monotonicity, 
let (u, v) &(z, w) in H(x) = Z(F(x), (y)G(x, y)). Thus u+) z, v E G(x, u), 
w E G(x, z) and v &*) 1 w. First of all, u”‘) &z”‘j since Fzy is monotone. Then _
v(YJw(Y& = v(YJ@9 =v(w)(YJ@') ~W(YJ(J9 
This shows that HG is monotone. 
To show continuity, let (u, v) E H(x) and suppose (c, d) E approx,(,)(u, v)o). 
We shall find (a, b) E approx&u, v) such that (c, d) &(a, b)b’. First, by 
continuity, choose bI E approxcc,,,,(v) such that dcy@‘) Cb,(y+CY’). 
Then choose a, E approx,(,)(u) such that c FaIcv). By the continuity of the 
functor (s)G(x, s) there is a2 E approx,(,) (u) and b2 E G(x, a2)= such that bI = 
b2(V’) 
Let’a = a, U a2, and let b = b2@sa). Then (a, b) E H(x),. Clearly a mu and 
Thus (a, b) E approx,(,)(u, v), and it remains to show (c, d) E(a, b)“). First of 
all, c La,(“) cab). To prove the desired inequality it thus remains to show - 
d'Y. acv)) ~b(Yd"'). - 
Since a gu, this follows from 
d'Y, uby') Lbl(Y.ucy') = b2(%U)(Y+'y') =b(W)(Y+"') = b(Y.u"). 
We conclude that Hxy is continuous. A similar argument shows that HX; is 
continuous, and hence (Hzy, H*,) is a projection pair. That H is a functor is now 
easily verified. 
It remains to show that His continuous. Suppose (b, d) E H(x),. We shall show 
the existence of a E approx(x) and (6, n) E H(a), such that (6, a)(“’ = (b, d). Since 
F is continuous there is a’ E approx(x) and b’ E F(a), such that b”“’ = b. By the 
continuity of G there is (a”, b”) E approx,(,,,)(x, b) and d” E G(a”, b”)= such that 
dn(x,b) = d. Let a = a’ U a” E approx(x) let 6 = b ‘(“) and let d = d”(n,b). It is easily 
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verified that the embeddings are well-defined and that (6, a) E Z-Z(a),. Recall that 
(6 7 d)(I) = (6’“’ $x,6(9) 3 
To show that (6, d)(I) = (b, d) first note that 
#“) = b”““(l) = b”“’ = b. 
Furthermore &X@)) = &+‘,6(.%6) = &r(0) = d. q 
Suppose again that D is a domain, F: D + DOM is a parametrization and that 
G is a parametrization over F. Then using Theorem 2.1 we may form the domain 
E(lZ(D, F), G). By Theorem 2.3 we may also consider the functor 
Z(F, G) : D + DOM and form the domain Z(D, Z(F, G)). The next proposition 
asserts that these domains are isomorphic so we may identify them. Essentially, 
they contain dependent ordered triples from D, F and G. 
Proposition 2.4. Let D be a domain and suppose F is a parametrization over D 
and G is a parametrization over F. Then Z(Z(D, F), G) = Z(D, Z(F, G)). 
Proof. Define @:Z(Z(D, F), G)+Z(D, Z(F, G)) by $((x, y), z) = (x, (y, z)). 
Clearly $ is a well-defined bijection. It is also a bijection between the compact 
elements so that all we need to show is that @ is order-preserving. Working in 
C(Z(D, F), G) we have 
((x, y), z) C((u, v), w) e (x, y) L(u, v) and .z@‘~ Cw 
e XCU and y’“‘Ev and z@*Cw. 
Working in Z(D, X(F, G)), and denoting the functor Z(F, G) by H, we have 
(x, (Y, 2)) ECU, (v, w)) e 3~ C-u and HL(y, z) C(v, w) 
G x Cu and (y(“), z(~J’“‘)) L (v, w) 
(j x CU and y(“) F 21 and z(~J’(“))(~~~) c w 
@ XCU and y’“‘Cv and z@~~)Lw. 
This shows that $J is order-preserving. 0 
Suppose Fl is a domain, F2 is a parametrization over F,, . . . , and F, is a 
parametrization over F,_l. Then we shall sometimes use an infix notation, 
F,ZF,Z. . * ZF, for Z(. . . (Z(Z(F,, F,), F,), . . . , F,) and simply write its ele- 
ments as (xi, . . . , x,). 
Terms in type theory, i.e. expressions for elements in types, will be interpreted 
as continuous functions, whereas types will be interpreted as parametrizations. 
Therefore we must make precise what we mean by a function being continuous 
over a parametrization. 
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Definition 2.5. Let F: II+- DOM be a continuous functor and let f : D+ 
IJ {F(x) :x E D} satisfy f(x) E F(x) for each x E D. Then f is p-monotone if 
F&(f (x)) Cf (y) whenever x Cy, and f is p-continuous if, in addition, f (u A) = 
u {F+[x, I-J Al(f (x)1: x E A} for each directed set A c D. 
Of course, the notion of p-continuity only makes sense with respect to a given 
parametrization, which always will be clear from the context. There is a 
characterization of p-continuity analogous to Lemma 1.1. 
Lemma 2.6. Let F : D + DOM be a parametrization and let f : D + IJ {F(x) :x E 
D} sati.& f(x) E F(x) f or each x E D. Then f is p-continuous if and only if f is 
p-monotone and if b E approx,&f (x)) then there i.s a E approx(x) such that 
b Lf (a)‘“‘. 
Proof. Suppose first that f is p-continuous and that b E approx,&f (x)). Then 
bc_f(x) = u {f(a)‘“‘: a E approx(x)}. The latter set is directed, so for some 
a E approx(x), b &f(a)(“). 
Conversely, suppose the condition holds. Suppose A E D is directed and let 
x = U A. Let b E approxF(,,(f (x)) and choose a E approx(x) such that b Ff (a)(“). 
Since a is compact, there is y E A such that a Cy. It follows by p-monotonicity 
that b Cf (a)(“’ Ef (y)‘“’ and hence thatf(x)=U {f(y)@‘:y CA}. Cl 
Next we consider the continuity of the projection functions for the iterated Z 
construction, Suppose Fl is a domain, F2 is a parametrization over F,, . . . , and F, 
is a parametrization over F,_,. Let Di = Fl Z F2 Z - . - Z I$ for each i, 1 G i s n. 
Define 4 : D,, + DOM by 
and 
6(x1, . . . ) x,) = &(x1, . . . ) Xj__l) 
E+[(x,, . . . , x,), (~1, . . . > yn)] = F:[(x,, . . . , xi-d, (~1, . . . , yi-I)]. 
It is easily verified that 6 is a continuous functor. Now define the projection 
functions J$: D, + lJ {e(w) : w E Dn} by ~dl(x~, . . . , x,) = xi. 
Lemma 2.7. The projection functions $ are p-continuous with respect to 6. 
Proof. Clearly JC~ is p-monotone. Let b E approx(J$(xr, . . . , x,)). Then b E 
approxE, ,,..., Xi_,)(xi), and in particular b E &(x1, . . , , Xi_l)c. Thus there is 
(a,, . . * 9 Ui-1) E (Di-& and b’ E &(a,, . . . , ai_*)= such that 
Fi+[(a,, . . . 7 Ui_l)y (X1, . . * p x,_,)](b’) = b. 
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But then 
b = F:[(al, . . . , ai_l), (x1, . . . , xi_,)](b’) 
= F+[(al, . . . , u,_~, b’, I, . . . , _L), (xl, . . . , x,)] 
(n;(a,, . . . , u,_~, b’, I, . . . , I)) 
where I is chosen in the appropriate domain. Cl 
Let F: D + DOM be a parametrization and consider the embeddings FL. For 
fixed x and y, F, + is continuous. However we need to be able to say more, 
namely that F&(z) is continuous in all the variables x, y and z. To make this 
precise we first need to restrict ourselves to x and y such that x Cy. The proof of 
the following propositions, needed for the interpretation of Z-elimination, are left 
to the reader. 
Proposition 2.8. Let D be a domain and let E = {(x, y) :x, y E D, x Cy} be 
ordered coordinate-wise. Then E is a domain and E, = {(a, b) E E : a, b E DC}. 
Let F : D * DOM be a parametrization and let G : E + DOM be defined by 
G(x, y) = F(x), where E is the domain of Proposition 2.8. By Proposition 1.13, G 
is a continuous functor. Define H :Z(E, G)-, DOM by H(x, y, z) = F(y). Then, 
again using Proposition 1.13 along with Lemma 2.7, H is a continuous functor. 
Proposition 2.9. Let f :Z(E, G)+ U {H( ) w : w E Z(E, G)} be defined by 
f (x, y, z) = F&(z). Then f is p-continuous with respect to H. 
Suppose f : DC-t U {F(u) : a E DC} is such that f (a) E F(a) for each a E DC and f 
is p-monotone, i.e. a Cb $f(u)‘“‘&f(b). Then f has a unique p-continuous 
extension f, namely f(x) = Ll {f (a)‘X’ : a E approx(x)}. 
Next we consider the Cartesian product of a continuous family of domains. Let 
F : D + DOM be a continuous functor. Define 
II(D, F) = {f :f is p-continuous w.r.t. F} 
and order II(D, F) point-wise, i.e. 
f Cg ~3 f(x) &) g(x) for each x E D. 
Then II(D, F) with the point-wise ordering is the Cartesian product of F over D. 
Theorem 2.10. Let F : D + DOM be a continuous functor. Then II(D, F) is a 
domain. 
Proof. For ease of notation we write II for II(D, F). Clearly, II is partially 
ordered with a least element. Let A E n be directed. We must show u A E n. 
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For each x E D, the set A, = {f(x) :f E A} is directed in F(x) so we define 
k(x) = u A, E F(x). 
The function k will be our sought supremum. To show that k is p-monotone let 
x Cy in D. Then f(~)‘~’ ‘f(y) for each f E A and hence 
k(x)“’ = (u {f(x) :f E A})“’ 
= u {f(x)%f E A} Lu {f(y) :f E A} = k(y). 
To show p-continuity, let b E approx,(,,(k(x)). Then b &f(x) for some f EA, 
since b is compact. By the p-continuity of f there is a E approx(x) such that 
b Lf(a)(“‘. But then b Lk(a) (X). The verification that k = u A is immediate, so 
II is a cpo. 
Let a E 0, and b E F(u), and define 
(a; b)(x) = 6’“’ if a Lx, 
= l_ F(x) else. 
It is routinely verified that (a; b) E II and that (a; b) is compact. We say that 
(a; b) is a basic compact element. Of course, (a; b) is the least function in II 
sending u to b. Let B = {(a:; bj) ;uj E DC, bj E F(uj),, i = 1, . . . , n} be consistent 
in II, say bounded by g. For each x E D let Z, = {i:u, GX}. Then the set 
(biQ) : i E IX} s F(x) is bounded by g(x) and hence h(x) = u {hi(x) : i E Z, } E F(x)~ 
is well-defined (= _I_~(~) in case Z, = #3). It is easily verified that h is p-continuous 
and that h = U B. To show that h E II, suppose h L U A where A E II is directed. 
Then for each i, h(q) LU {f(uJ:f E A} and hence there is J EA such that 
h(q) LX(q). Ch oose f E A such that f; Cf for i = 1, . . . , n. Then it is clear that 
h Lf. 
Let kEII and let A={(u;b):u~D,,b~F(u),, and (u;b)Lk}. Then 
UA(x)=U{(u;b)(x):(u;b)eA} exists for each x by consistent completeness. 
We show that k(x) = U A(x) f or each x and hence that u A E II. In the 
non-trivial direction, let 6’ E approx,(,,(k(x)). We shall find (a; b) E A such that 
(a; b)(x) = b’, i.e. b w = b’. By the p-continuity of k there is a’ E approx(x) such 
that b’ ok. By the continuity of F there is u” E approx(x) and b” E F(u”), 
such that b”(*‘= 6’. Let a = a’ Uu” and b = b”(“). Then (a; 6) EA and 
(a; b)(x) = b’. This proves our equality. 
Let A’ be the closure of A under finite consistent suprema. Then A’ is a 
directed set and k = U A’ in II. In case k is compact then k must equal some 
element in A’. It follows that the compact element in II are precisely the suprema 
of finite consistent sets of basic compact functions of the form (a ; b ) . 
The above argument also shows that II is algebraic and consistently 
complete. q 
In the special case that F: D+ DOM is the constant parametrization of 
Example 1.10, i.e. F(x) = E for x E D, then I’I(D, F) = D+ E. 
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Analogous to the case of disjoint sums we must also consider the Cartesian 
product as a functor. Let F: D-, DOM be a continuous functor and let G be a 
parametrization over F. Define a functor II(F, G) : D --, DOM by 
IW, G)(x) = I-W(x), (s)% s)) 
and, when x Cy, 
and 
IV, G),:(f) = (s)G+k F,(s)), (Y, 4If&W = W(S,,)‘~~~’ 
IW’, G),(g) = (NV@, 0, (Y, F~WlgF~(4 = (M@“)cx,tp 
These definitions become clear when considering the following diagram: 
FG F; It G-l+> 4, (Y> 311 IT G+[(x, t)> (Y, s)l 
F(x) 
f 
’ U W, t) 
Theorem 2.11. Let F: D+ DOM be a continuous functor and let G be a 
parametrization ouer F. Then ll(F, G) : D +- DOM is a continuous functor. 
Proof. For ease of notation we denote II(F, G) by H. By Proposition 1.13 and 
Theorem 2.10, H(x) is a domain for each x ED. Suppose x&y and 
f E II(F(x), (t)G(x, t)). Then 
H,;H,:(f) = (t)((s)f (s,,)‘y~S’)(tCY’) (X-f) 
= (tlf (t%,) 
(YP) (X,f) = (tlf (t)(Y”CY))(x,r) = (tlf (t) =f 
On the other hand, if g E II(F(y), (s)G(y, s)) then 
H+H- (g) = (s)((t)g(t’y’)cx,t))(s~~~)~,s) XY XY 
= (~)~(~~x~Lv))(x.sc~~~~~~) c cMqx)cy9cy~s) E (Sk(S) = g. 
The first inequality is obtained from the morphisms being projection pairs, while 
the second is just p-monotonicity for g. 
Trivially, Hzy and Hiy are monotone. To see that Hzy is continuous, let 
A s H(x) be directed. Then 
H,:(UA) = W(~-Nqx,)Ly~s) 
= (s>(u {f(q&f ~4) (yes) = h { (s)f (s&-“~S’ : f E A} 
= u H,:(A). 
Similarly, H& is continuous. Thus (H&, H;) is a projection pair. It is easily 
verified that the morphisms commute properly so that H is a functor. 
It remains to show that H is continuous. Let (b ; d) E Hi be a basic compact 
function defined in the proof of Theorem 2.10. where b E F(x), and d E G(x, b),. 
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By the continuity of F there is a’ E approx(x) and b’ E F(u’), such that b’@) = b. 
By the continuity of G there is a” E approx(x), b” E F(u”), such that b”(“) C b, and 
d” E G(a”, b”)C such that d,‘(x,b) = d. Let a = a’ U a”, 6 = b’(“), and let d = &‘(“p”). 
Clearly d is defined, 6 E F(u), and d E G(u, 6),, so (6; a) E H(u),. Moreover 
@x’ = b and &J4 = d. 
We claim that (6; d)‘X)= (6; d). G’ tven t E F(x), then by the rnonotonicity of 
the morphisms, b Lz e 6 LzCa,. So suppose b Cz. Then 
(6; 2) ‘qz) = (6; a> (zca,)(“J) = ~(%z))(~.~) 
= d”J’ = d@,b)(x,r) =&J’ = (b; d)(z). 
A similar calculation works also in the case l(b Lz), recalling that embeddings 
are strict, i.e. send I to 1. This proves that each basic compact function 
(b; d) E Hi is the image of a basic compact function (6; 2) E H(u), for some 
a E approx(x). This suffices to prove the continuity of H since embeddings 
preserve arbitrary suprema. Cl 
We shall now consider substitution into p-continuous functions. First we show 
that substituting a continuous function into a p-continuous function preserves 
p-continuity. 
Lemma 2.12. Let D and E be domains, f : D+ E continuous, F : E+ DOM u 
parametrization, and let g E lI(E, F). Let G : D +- DOM be defined by G = F of 
and define h:D+U{G(x):x E D} by h(x)=g(f(x)). Then h EII(D, G). 
Proof. Clearly h is p-monotone. To prove p-continuity suppose d E 
approx,&(x)). By the p-continuity of g choose b E approx,(f (x)) such that 
d cg(b)‘f’“)). By the continuity of f choose a E approx,(x) such that b &f(u). 
Then 
d &g(b)‘f’“” = g(b)(f(“))(f(X)) &g(f (a))(f@)) = GL(h(a)). l--J 
Now consider substitution with regard to disjoint sums. Clearly, in order not to 
destroy dependencies, it only makes sense to substitute in the rightmost 
coordinate. Let D be a domain and F: D+ DOM a continuous functor. Let 
f : D + U {F(x) :x E D} be such that f(x) E F(x) for each x E D and define 
f * : D-, Z(D, F) by f*(x) = (x, f(x)). The function f * is the section of Z(D, F) 
determined by f. 
Lemma 2.13. The section f * is continuous if and only if f E II(D, F). 
Proof. First assume f E n(D, F). Then clearly f * is monotone. Suppose (b, d) E 
approx(f *(x)), i.e. b E approx(x), d E F(b),, and d(*’ Lf (x). By the p-continuity 
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off, there is a’ E approx(x) such that d’“’ &f(a’)(X). Let a = a’ Ll b. Then 
d’“““’ = d’“’ Cf(* f)(X) = f(a ,)WW_ 
Thus d(“) Ef(a’)@) &f(a), i.e. (b, d) rf*(a). 
Conversely, suppose f* is continuous. If x&y then f*(x) &f*(y), i.e. 
(x, f(x)) S(y, f(y)). This means that f(x)@’ Lf(y) so f is p-monotone. Referring 
to the proof of Theorem 2.1 we also have 
(x, f(x)) =f*(x) = u {(a, f(a)) : a E approx(x)) 
= (x, U {f(a)‘“’ : a e approx(x)}). 
Thus f E II@, F). Cl 
Lemma 2.14. Let F : D + DOM be a continuous functor, f E ll(D, F), and G a 
parametrization over F. Define H: D + DOM by H(x) = G(x, f (x)) and, when 
xCy, H,:= G+[(x, f(x)), (y, f (y))l, and H& = G-[k f (x)), (Y, f (y))l. Then H 
is a continuous functor. 
Proof. The section f * of f is continuous by Lemma 2.13 and hence H is 
continuous by Proposition 1.13. 0 
Similarly we can substitute in the rightmost coordinate of a p-continuous 
function. Let F: D+ DOM be a continuous functor, f E II(D, F), and G a 
parametrization over F, and let H be the functor defined in Lemma 2.14. 
Lemma 2.15. Let g E ll(X(D, F), G) and define h: D+U {H(x):x E D} by 
h(x) = g(x, f (x)). Then h E ll(D, H). 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 2.12 and Lemma 2.13. 0 
Of course, we may iterate Lemmata 2.13 to 2.15. For example, suppose 
f En(D,F) and gEn(Z(D,F),G). Define h:D-,DZFZG by h(x)= 
(x, f (x), g(x) f (x))) = g*f *(x). Then h is continuous since it is the composition of 
two continuous functions by Lemma 2.13. Similarly, let K be a parametrization 
over G and define L : D + DOM by L(x) = K(x, f(x), g(x, f(x))) = Kog*f *(x). 
Then L is a parametrization by the argument of Lemma 2.14. Thus we have by 
induction: 
Lemma 2.16. Let D be a domain, Fl a parametrization over D, F2 a parametriza- 
tion over F,,..., and F, a parametrization over F,_, . Let fi E II(D, F,), 
fi~n(DzF,,F,),...,andf,~n(D~:~...~F~_~,F,). 
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(i) Defineg:D~DZF,C...ZF,by 
g(x) = (4 fi(x), fi(X> h(x)), . . . 9 L&I fi@)? f . . > fn-I(% h(x), . . * ))) 
= fn* *. *fZf T(x). 
Then g is continuous. 
(ii) Let G be a parametrization over F, and dejine H : D + DOM by H = G og. 
Then H is a parametrization. 
(iii) Let k E II(D 2 4 2 * . -XF,,G)anddejineh:D+U{H(x):x~D} by 
h(x) = k(x, h(x), Mx, fi(x)), . . . , fn(x, h(x), - . . , fn-1(x, h(x), . . .I)> 
=kf;.. Of Zf Xx). 
Then h E lI(D, H). 
Let D and E be domains and let F : D X E + DOM be a continuous functor. 
Then fixing one argument, say x ED, gives us a continuous functor 
(y)F(x, y):E+DOM b y P roposition 1.13. Supposef:D xE-,U{F(x,y):x~ 
D, y E E}. Again fixing one argument, say x E D, we say that f is p-continuous in 
the other coordinate if (y)f (x, y) is p- continuous w.r.t. (y)F(x, y) for each choice 
of x. 
Lemma 2.17. Let D and E be domains and assume F: D x E += DOM is a 
continuous functor and f : D x E-, U {F(x, y) :x E D, y E E}. Then f E II(D x 
E, F) if and only if f is p-continuous in each argument. 
Proof. Assume f is p-continuous in each coordinate. We prove f E lI(D x E, F), 
the other direction being even simpler. Using Lemma 2.13 and the notation 
there, it suffices to show that f * is continuous. Fix y E E. By Lemma 2.13 and the 
hypothesis, ((x)f (x, y))* is continuous. Define h : Z(D, (x)F(x, y))+ Z(D x 
E, F) by h(x, z) = (x, y, z) . Th en clearly h is continuous. But (x)f *(x, y) = 
h 0 ((x)f (x, y))* so (x)f *(x, y) is continuous. Similarly, (y)f *(x, y) is continuous 
for each x E D. Thus f * is continuous since continuous in each coordinate. Cl 
Here is a lemma about forming pairs for the 2 functor, which will be used when 
interpreting the disjoint sum. 
Lemma 2.18. Let F : D + DOM be a parametrization and Let G be a parametriza- 
tion over F. Let f E JII(D, F) and let g E lI(D, (w)G(w, f (w))). Define h : D+ 
U MF, G)(w) : w ED} by h(w) = (f(w), g(w)). Then h E II(D, Z(F, G)). 
Proof. Again we use Lemma 2.13. First observe that (w)G(w, f (w)) = Gof *. 
Define f’:X(D, Gof*)-+X(D, X(F, G)) by f’(w, v)=(w, (f(w), v)). We omit 
the routine verification that f’ is continuous. Note that for w E D, 
f ‘og*(w) =f ‘(w, g(w)) = (w, (f(w), g(w)))* 
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Thus h* =f’ og* and hence h* is continuous, so h E II(D, C(F, G)) by Lemma 
2.13. 0 
We must also consider a generalization of the initial segment of a domain 
construction of Example 1.11, in order to interpret the Z-type of intuitionistic type 
theory. Let F: D + DOM be a parametrization and define Z(F) :C(D, F)+ 
DOM by 
Z(F)(x, Y) = F(x)~ 
and, when (x, y) C (u, v), define Z(F)+[(x, y), (u, v)] : F(x)~ * F(u)” by 
Z(F)+[(x, Y ), (u, u)](z) = FAG). 
Lemma 2.19. Let F: D-, DOM be a parametrization. Then Z(F) :Z(D, F)-, 
DOM is a parametrization. 
Proof. Clearly Z(F)(x, y) is a domain for each (x, y) E Z(D, F). Suppose 
(x, y) ~(u, v), i.e. x Eu and y’“’ CV. For z E F(x)~, z@) Cy@) Fv, so FzJz) E 
F(u)? In particular, if a E (F(x)‘)= = F(x)~ II F(x)~ then FzJa) E (F(u)“),. Using 
Proposition 1.5 one easily verifies that Z(F)+[(x, y), (u, v)] is a projection 
embedding. The required composition properties obviously holds so that Z(F) is a 
functor. To show the continuity of Z(F) suppose d E Z(F)(x, y),, i.e. d E F(x)~ and 
d Ey. By the continuity of F choose a f approx(x) and b E F(a), such that 
b(“) = d Then (a, b) E Z(D, F) 
b E Z(F;(a, b) = F(u)~ 
and (a, b) F(x, y) since b’“’ = d Cy. 
so Z(F)+[(:, b), (x, y)](b) = b’“’ = d. 
Now 7 
Cl 
For x, y E D, we denote the greatest lower bound of x and y in the domain D 
by x fly. Clearly, x my exists, in fact 
x fly = u {a E D,:a Cx, a Cy} = u (approx(x) fl approx(y)). 
Lemma 2.20. Let F: D-, DOM be a parametrization and suppose f, g E 
ll(D,F). Define h:D-,U{F(w):w~D} by h(w)=f(w)llg(w). Then he 
n(D, F). 
Proof. Using the notation for sections we have h*(w) = f *(w) fig*(w). Now, f * 
and g* are continuous by Lemma 2.13 and hence, as is well-known, h* is 
continuous. But then h E Il(D, F) again by Lemma 2.13. 0 
Theorem 2.21. Let F : D += DOM be a parametrization and suppose f, g E 
n(D, F). Define Z(F, f, g) ;D-+ DOM by W, f, g)(x) = W)(x, f (x) ng(x)) 
and, when x EY, Z(F, f, g)& = W’)+[(x, f(x) rig(x)))) (y, f (y) n&))l. Then 
Z(F, f, g) : D + DOM is a parametrization. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.19, 2.20 and 2.14. q 
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Clearly, if h E ll(D, Z(F, f, g)) then also h E ll(D, F) when considering h as a 
function h:D+U{F(w):wED}. 
Our final concern in this section is the important curry operation. Let 
F: D-* DOM be a continuous functor and let G be a parametrization over F. 
Define curry: II(X(D, F), G)+ n(D, II@‘, G)) by 
curry(f) = (X)(Y )f(K Y) 
where, as usual, (z) denotes abstraction in the variable z. 
Theorem 2.22. The function curry is an isomorphism between Il(zl(D, F), G) 
and II(D, l-I(F, G)). 
Proof. Throughout the proof let g E ll(X(D, F), G). First we show that 
(y)g(x, y) E ll(F, G)(x) = ll(F(x), (s)G(x, s)) for each fixed x E D. Clearly 
(y)g(x, y) is p-monotone. To show p-continuity, assume d E approx(g(x, y)). 
Then by the p-continuity of g there is (a, b) E approx((x, y)) such that 
d Eg(c, b)‘“.Y’ = g(a, b)@.@kY) gg@, @)(x.Y), 
This proves p-continuity since b(“’ E F(x),. 
Next we show curry(g) E ll(D, Il(F, G)). Again we leave the p-monotonicity 
for the reader. For p-continuity we need as usual only consider basic compact 
functions. So assume (b ; d) Qurry(g)(x). Th’ 1s is equivalent to d Cg(x, b). We 
must show the existence of a E approx(x) such that 
(b; d) Cll(F, G)L(curry(g)(a)) = curry(g)(a)(“). 
For this it suffices that 
d c(((s)g(a, s))‘“‘)(b) = g(a, b,,,)‘“**‘. 
By the continuity of g, there is (a’, b’) C(x, b) such that 
d Eg(a’, b’)‘“? 
By the continuity of F, there is u” E approx(x) and b” E F(a”)?, such that b”(“) = b. 
Let a = a’ Ll a” and let 6 = b”‘“‘. It is easily verified that (a’, b’) g(u, 6) C(x, b). 
Thus 
d rg(u’, b’)‘“jb’ = g(u’, br)(o.6)(x,b) cg(u, 6)‘“~~’ =g(a, b,,)‘“.*‘. 
This proves the curry(g) E lI(D, ll(F, G)). 
To show that curry is continuous it suffices to verify that if u E approx(x), 
b E F(a), and d E G(a, b)= then (a; (b; d)) = curry(((u, b); d)). Leaving this to 
the reader along with the verification that curry is order-preserving, it remains to 
show that curry is onto. Let f E ll(D, ll(F, G)), and define g:Z(D, F)+ 
lJ (G(x, y) : (x, y) E C(D, F)} by g(x, y) = f (x)(y). We must show that g is 
p-continuous. 
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First we show that g is p-monotone. Suppose (x, y) C(U, v), i.e. x cu and 
y(“) Cu. We need to show that f(x)(y) @*“) cf(u)(v). By the p-monotonicity off, _ 
f(x)‘“’ Ef(u), so in particular 
But y Cq,) so f(x)(y)‘“‘““” cf(x)(q,,). So 
f(X)(Y) (x~V(~w~ “)Cf (x)(qX,p”) Ef (u)(v) 
i.e. f(x)(y)@‘“) Ef (u)(v). 
Finally, to show that g is p-continuous assume that d E approx(g(x, y)). By the 
continuity of G, let (a’, b’) E Z(D, Q and d’ E G(a’, b’)= such that d’(x,y) = d. 
By the continuity of f(x), let b” E F(x),, b” Cy such that d Cf (x)(b”)(Xpy). Let 
6 = b ‘@) LI b” E F(x),. Then, since f(x) is p-monotone, d~f(x)(6)(~,Y). Let 
d = &W’), so d (xFy) = d. Consider (6, a) E II(F, G)(x),. By the above, d c 
f(x)(b) so (6 a> Gf(x) in II(F, G)(x). By the continuity of f there is 
a” E approx(x) such that (6, a) Cf (a”)‘“‘. By the continuity of F choose a”’ E 
approx(x) and b”’ E F(u”‘)~ such that b”““’ = 6. LA a = a’ U u” Uu”’ and let 
b = b’“‘“‘, so b(“’ = 6. We claim that d Cg(u, b)(“*y) = f (u)(b)(Xsy), which completes 
the proof. Note that 
(6, a> Cf (u”p = f (u”)(a)(X) Cf (a)‘“’ = (s)f (u)(s(,p’, 
so 
(6, d)(6) = d Ef (u)(&,#~“’ = f (u)(b)“6 
But then 
d = d(xJ) gf (a)(b)(X,6)(XJ) = f (a)(b)(“*J’) = g(a, b)‘“J). 
To see the usefulness of currying, let us consider a simple example. Suppose 
that D, F and G are as above and let f E II(D, JJ(F, G)) and g E II(D, F). 
Define/D-, U {G(w, g(w)) : w E D} by/(w) = f (w)g(w). Then 
t(w) = curry-‘(f )(w, g(w)), 
and the latter is p-continuous by Theorem 2.22 and Lemma 2.15. 
3. Effective parametrizations 
There is a well-known theory of effectivity on domains using enumerations. In 
this section we will briefly review this theory and then extend the theory to 
parametrizations, i.e. continuous functors over domains. We will show that all 
our constructs, in particular the disjoint sum and the Cartesian product, are 
effective. 
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Definition 3.1. Let D = (D;E, _L) be a domain. Then D is effective if the 
structure 0, = (D,; U, Cons, I) is computable. The latter means that there is an 
r.e. set S& E o and a surjection a: Q,+ 0, such that 
(i) the relation Cons(a, b)eYc (a Cc & b Cc) is a-decidable, 
(ii) the partial function (a, b)+ a U b is cu-computable, 
(iii) equality on DC is a-decidable, and 
(iv) there is a designated n E s;l, such that a(n) = 1. 
To say that a relation (function) is a-decidable (a-computable) means that 
there is a recursive relation (function) which decides (computes) the correspond- 
ing relation (function) on the index set s2,. To exemplify, (iii) means that there is 
a recursive relation R such that for m, n E Qa, 
a(m) = a(n) e R(m, n). 
When we want to make the chosen numbering cy explicit, we write (D, a). It is 
appropriate to do so since an effective domain may have many inequivalent 
effective numberings. Note that if (D, a) is an effective domain then the relation 
E is a-decidable on DC since 
a Lb e Cons(a, b) & a U b = b. 
Definition 3.2. Let (D, CX) and (E, /3) be effective domains. Then 
(i) x E D is efective if approx(x) is cY-semidecidable, and 
(ii) a continuous function f : D ---, E is (a, /3)-efiective defined by R(u, b) e b C 
f(a) is (a, /?)-semidecidable. 
The effective elements of a domain are those which can be effectively 
approximated by compact elements. Of course, every compact element is 
effective. A function is effective if its values on compact elements can be 
effectively approximated. The following theorem is well-known. 
Theorem 3.3. Let D and E be effective domains. 
(i) If f : D --, E is eflective and x E D is effective then f(x) E E is effective. 
(ii) D x E, D + E, D, and D + E are effective domains. 
(iii) A continuous function f : D --, E is effective if and only if f us an element of 
D + E is effective. 
Before considering the effectivity of parametrizations we prove a useful result 
about the effectivity of projection pairs. 
Proposition 3.4. Let D and E be effective domains and suppose (f +, f -) is a 
projection pair from D to E. Then f + 1 DC : DC-+ E, is computable if and only if f + 
and f - are both effective. 
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By f’ 1 DC being computable we mean that there is a recursive trucking 
function for f’ 1 DC, i.e. there is a recursive function which given an index for 
Q E DC computes an index for f+(a) E E,. We always keep this distinction between 
computable and effective. 
For clarity and brevity all our proofs will be informal in the sense that the 
numberings will be suppressed whenever convenient to do so. Thus we will 
informally manipulate elements in the considered structure rather than their 
codes. 
Proof. Suppose first that f’ 1 DC is computable. Then f’ is effective since 
b Lf’(a) is even decidable. Furthermore a ‘f-(b)ef+(u) &b so f- is also 
effective. 
Conversely, suppose f’ and f- are effective. First observe that f+(u) = b is 
semidecidable for u E DC and b E E,. For b &f’(u) is semidecidable by the 
effectivity of f’ and f+(u) Lb e a cf -(b) is semidecidable by the effectivity of 
f-. Define o for a E DC by 
a(u) = some b [b E approx(f+(u)) &f’(u) = b]. 
The relation within the brackets is semidecidable so u is partial computable, and 
a(u) is defined since f+(u) E E,. Cl 
Definition 3.5. Let (D, a) be an effective domain and let F: D+ DOM be a 
continuous functor. Then F is eflective if F(a(n)) is an effective domain uniformly 
in nE52,, and if a(m) La(n) then (F+[a(m), w(n)], F-[a(m), a(n)]) is an 
effective projection pair from F(cu(m)) to F(cr(n)), uniformly in m, n E Sz,. 
The uniformity is crucial in the definition. It means that there is a recursive 
function which given n E Sz, computes the computability machinery for F(cu(n)),, 
i.e. a tuple with indices for the code set, the bottom element, the Cons and 
equality relations and the supremum operation. Similarly for the projection pair. 
Note that by Proposition 3.4 we could replace the effectivity requirement on the 
projection pair by requiring that F+[a(m), a(n)] 1 F(a(m)), be computable, 
uniformly in m and n. 
If F: D+ DOM is effective then F(u) is an effective domain for each a E DC. 
The uniformity requirement gives us more, namely that F(x) is effective 
whenever x is effective, uniformly in an index for x (an r.e. index for 
a-‘(approx(x))). This result is analogous to Theorem 3.3(i). To prove it we 
need the following observation. 
Lemma 3.6. Let F: D+ DOM be a continuous functor. Let x E D, a, b E 
approx(x), d E F(u),, e E F(b)C and put c = a Ll b. Then 
(i) d(x) = e(x) e d(C) = e(C), 
(ii) Cons&d (X), e@)) e Cons,(,)(d@), e’=‘), and 
(iii) if Cons&d @), e@)) then d(“) Ll,,, e@) = (d(“) LIFCcj e(C))(x). 
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Theorem 3.7. Let F: D + DOM be an effective continuous functor. If x E D is 
effective then F(x) is an effective domain, uniformly in x. 
Proof. Recall that F(x)~ = IJ {F(a),(“) : a E approx(x)} since F is continuous. Let 
(Y be the effective numbering of D, let Q,, be the index set for F(cu(n)) and let 
[ I,, : sZ,- F(a(n)), be the coding function for F(cx(n)), i.e. [ml, is the mth 
element in F(cu(n)),. Let Sz, = { ( m, n) :m E Qn & cr(n) Cx}. Then Q0 is an r.e. 
set. Define fi : s2, + F(x)~ by 
B((m, n)) = [ml,@). 
Then p is a surjection. We show that (F(x), /3) is an effective domain. 
Given (ml, nl) and (m2, nz) E Sz, let d =[mJ,, and e = [m&. Compute 
n E Sz, such that cu(n) = cu(nI) Ll &(n2). By Proposition 3.4 compute indices for 
d’“(“)’ and e(a(n)) in Q,, and decide equality of these elements there. This 
provides an algorithm for equality in (F(x),, p), by Lemma 3.6(i). The 
/3-decidability of the Cons relation and the /3-computability of the supremum 
function is established similarly. Finally to obtain a designated index in 52, for 
I F(x) choose (m, n) where n is the designated index for I~ and m is the 
designated index for IF(a(nI). The uniformity claim is clear. Cl 
We can also extend the effectivity of projection pairs to effective elements. 
Lemma 3.8. Let F : D + DOM be an effective continuous functor and let x E D be 
effective. Then for a E approx(x), FL 1 F(a),: F(a),+ F(x)~ is computable, uni- 
formly in a and x. 
Proof. Using the notation from the proof of Theorem 3.7 let a(n) = a and define 
a:Qn+QO by u(m)= ( n, m). Then (T tracks F& r F(a),. Cl 
Consider the above theorem and suppose that x E DC. Then the numbering for 
F(x) obtained from the theorem usually differs from the numbering given by F. 
However, it is not hard to show that these numberings are recursively equivalent. 
Lemma 3.9. Let F: D + DOM be an effective continuous functor and let x, y E D 
be effective such that x Cy. Then F& 1 F(x),: F(x),+ F(Y)~ k computable, 
uniformly in x and y. 
Proof. Let b E F(x),. We shall compute b (“). Search computably for a E 
approx(x) and b’ E F(a), such that b”“’ = b. The computability of the search 
follows from the hypotheses and Lemma 3.8, and the termination follows from 
the continuity of F. Then 
bo’ = b'(x)(Y) = b'(Y) 
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and the latter is computable, again by Lemma 3.8. The uniformity is 
immediate. 0 
The above results show that an effective continuous functor F: D- DOM is 
computable on all of Dk = {x E D :x effective}, the constructive part of D, and 
not just on DC. This is an analogue to the result that the restriction of an effective 
function f : D + E to Dk is computable. 
Consider the simple examples given in Section 1. Clearly the constant 
parametrization of Example 1.10 is effective in case D and E are effective 
domains. The initial segment functor F : D + DOM of Example 1.11 defined by 
F(x) = D” is also effective in case D is an effective domain. For given a E DC, 
(D”)= = {b E DC : b &a} and b 9 is decidable. Furthermore the projection embed- 
ding is just the inclusion map and its restriction to (D”), is clearly computable. 
In order to obtain an effective interpretation of intuitionistic type theory we 
need to show that the operations on parametrizations given in the previous 
sections are effective. First we consider the effective version of Proposition 
1.13. 
Proposition 3.10. Let F : E - DOM be an effective continuous functor and let 
f : D +- E be an eflective continuous function. Then G : D + DOM is an effective 
continuous functor, where G(x) = F(f (x)) for x E D, and G(ixy) = F(ifCx,fi)) 
when x Cy. 
Proof. We just need to be concerned with the effectivity. Let a E DC. Then f (a) is 
effective in E, uniformly in a, and hence G(a) = F(f(a)) is effective, uniformly in 
a, by Theorem 3.7. Suppose u, b E DC and a Cb. Then f(a) Ff (b) and both are 
effective, uniformly in a and b, and hence G,‘b = Ff;alfCbj and G;, = F;CalfCbj are 
effective uniformly in a and b by Lemma 3.9 and 3.4. Cl 
The effectiveness of the disjoint sum construction is contained in the following 
observation, whose proof is immediate. 
Lemma 3.11. Let F : D--P DOM be a continuous functor and suppose 
(a, b), (d, e) E Z(D, F),. Then 
(i) (a, b) = (d, e)eu = d in D and b = e in F(a),. 
(ii) Cons P(D,F)((a, b), (d, e)) e Con+,(a, d) & Cons&b(‘), e@)) where c = 
aUDd. 
(iii) (a, b) UZCo,Fj (d, e) = (a LID d, b’” UDd) Ll eCuuDd)). 
Theorem 3.12. Let F : D + DOM be an effective parametrization. Then Z(D, F) 
is an effective domain. 
Proof. Recall that Z(D, F)= = {(a, b) : a E DC, b E F(a),}. Suppose (Y is the 
effective numbering of D. Let Sz, be the index set for F(ly(n)) and let 
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[ In : Q,, --, k’(cu(n)), be the coding function for F(cu(n)). Define Q6 = 
{(m, n) :IZ E Sz,, m E C?,} and then define p:Q,-,Z(D, Q by P((m, n)) = 
(a(n), [ml,). Then (x(D, 9 P) is an effective domain by Lemma 3.11. 0 
Next we consider the Cartesian product. 
Definition 3.13. Let F: D+ DOM be an effective continuous functor and 
suppose that f is a p-continuous function w.r.t. F. Then f is said to be effective 
if approx~(&o)) is a semidecidable subset of F(a),, uniformly in a E DC. 
A p-continuous function f may be identified with its graph, a subset of 
Z(D, F). The following equivalence is left to the reader. 
Proposition 3.14. Let f be p-continuous w.r.t. F, where F is effective. Then f is 
effective if and only if Sf = {(a, b) E Z(D, F)C: b &f(a)} is semidecidable. 
Proposition 3.15. Let F : D + DOM be an effective parametrization and suppose f 
zk p-continuous w.r.t. F. Zf x E D is effective then f(x) E F(x) is effective. 
Proof. We show that 
approx&f (xl) = {b’“’ : a E approx(x) & (a, b) E %$}. 
Previous lemmata assure that the right-hand side is semidecidable. The inclusion 
from right to left is just the p-monotonicity of f. For the converse inclusion 
suppose b E F(x)~ and b rf (x). By p-continuity, f(x) = U {f(a)(“) : a E approx(x)} 
so b Cf (a ‘)(I) for some a ’ E approx(x). Furthermore, by the continuity of F there 
is a” E approx(x) and b” E F(u”)~ such that b”Q’ = b. Let a = a’ U a” and 6 = b”‘“). 
Then it is easily seen that (a, 6) E %$ and 6’“’ = b. 0 
We shall now show that II(D, F) is an effective domain when F : D + DOM is 
an effective parametrization. We use the notation established in Section 2. The 
proof of the following lemma is essentially contained in the proof of Theorem 
2.10. 
Lemma 3.16. (i) The set { (Ui; bi) : (ai, bi) E X(D, F),, i = 1, . . . , n} is consistent 
in lT(D, F) if and onfy if for each Z c (1, . . . , n}, if {ai : i E Z> is consistent in D 
then {F+[q, U {ai : i E Z}](bi)} is consistent in F(U {ai : i E I}). 
(ii) Suppose A = { (ai; bi) : (ai, bi) E Z(D, F),, i = 1, . . . , n} is consistent. Then 
(UA)(X)=U{~,“‘:~EZ,} 
where Z, = {i : ai Cx}. 
Theorem 3.17. Let F : D + DOM be an effective parametrization. Then II(D, F) 
is an effective domain. 
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Proof. Recall that II(D, F)C consists of all suprema of consistent sets of the form 
{ (Uj; b,) 1 (ai, bi) E Z(D, F),, i = 1, . . . 9 n}. Suppose a: is the effective numbering 
of D. Let Q, be the index set for F(a(n)) and let [ 1” : S2, + F(a(n)), be the 
coding function for F(cu(n)). Let /3 be the effective numbering of Z(D, F) 
obtained in Theorem 3.12, and let 6 : L$* II(D, F)= be defined by s((m, n)) = 
(a(n); [ml,). Then, identifying finite sets of numbers with canonical indices for 
these sets in some standard way, define 
QY = {K E Q8 : 6(K) is consistent} 
and define y : s2, + II(D, F)C by 
y(K) = U&(K). 
Note that Sz, is r.e. by Lemma 3.16(i). 
Let K E s2,. Then for e E D,, 
y(K)(e) = U { ([ j]J@) : a(i) L e, (i, j) E K} 
which is computable, since K is finite. Furthermore, for any g E II(D, F), 
y(K) Eg e y(K)(cu(i)) &&a(i)) for each i E q(K). 
It follows that, for K, L E Q,,, y(K) = y(L) is decidable. Finally Lemma 3.16 
shows how to decide consistency and how to compute suprema. 0 
The following proposition is an easy exercise. 
Proposition 3.18. Let F : D + DOM be an effective parametrization and let f be 
p-continuous W.I. t. F. Then f is effective if and only if f is effective as an element of 
n(D, F). 
We now consider the effectivity of Z and II as functors. 
Definition 3.19. Let F: D + DOM and G : Z(D, F)-* DOM be continuous 
functors. Then G is an effective parametrization over F if F is effective and G is 
effective over the standard numbering of Z(D, F) obtained by Theorem 3.12. 
Let G be an effective parametrization over F. Fix a E DC and define fa : F(a)+ 
C(D, F) by fa(y) = (a, y). Then fa is continuous and effective, uniformly in a. 
Consider the parametrization (y)G(a, y) : F(a)+ DOM. Then (y)G(a, y) = 
(y)G(f,(y)) and the latter is effective by Proposition 3.10. 
Theorem 3.20. Let G be an effective parametrization over F. Then Z(F, G) : D --, 
DOM is an effective parametrization. 
Proof. Denote Z(F, G) by H. Recall that H(a) = Z(F(a), (y)G(a, y)) for 
a E DC. By the effectivity of F and G, the remark above and by the uniformity of 
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Theorem 3.12, H(a) is an effective domain uniformly in (1. Suppose a, b E 0, and 
a Cb, and let (d, e) E H(a),. Then 
H,+,(d, e) = (d”‘, e@*d(b))) 
Each component is computable, and hence H,$ restricted to H(a), is computable. 
The uniformity in a and b is immediate. Cl 
Theorem 3.21. Let G be an effective parametrization over F. Then 
ll(F, G) : D + DOM is an effective parametrization. 
Proof. Denote II(F, G) by H. By the uniformity of Theorem 3.17, H(a) is an 
effective domain uniformly in a E DC. Let a, b E DC and suppose a g b. Consider a 
basic compact function (d; e) E H(a),, i.e. d E F(a), and e E G(a, d),. Let 
d’ = dCb) and let e’ = e@‘,@). Then Hrr+b((d; e)) = (d’; e’). Thus to compute 
H&((d; e)) we just compute d’ and e’ which is possible by assumption. Of 
course, the computation is uniform in a and b. 0 
We leave to the reader to verify that the remaining results in Sections 1 and 2, 
such as Theorems 2.21 and 2.22, have their effective counterparts. 
4. Partial intuitionistic type theory 
In this section we present, as a formal system, the version of Martin-LXs 
intuitionistic type theory that we shall interpret. 
Monomorphic type theory is the version of type theory where type information 
is attached to terms. Polymorphic type theory is obtained from monomorphic 
type theory by stripping type information from all proper part of terms. It is a 
polymorphic version of type theory that is presented in Martin-Liif [9]. However, 
it is the monomorphic theory which is the intended type theory. Results in 
Salvesen [21] indicate that the distinction between polymorphic and monomor- 
phic type theories is non-trivial and that the theories are fundamentally different. 
The effect of choosing a monomorphic version of type theory is to restrict 
possible derivations since, essentially, these are coded into the terms. This is 
necessary for us in order to prove that our interpretation is well-defined, that is 
independent of formal derivations. 
As a basic reference for type theory we use Martin-L6f [9]; also Troelstra [20] 
contains useful information. However, the system presented here differs from the 
one in Martin-L6f [9], and also Troelstra [20], in a few respects. The important 
difference is that we use a weaker identity type (also due to Martin-L@), which is 
essential for our interpretation. It should be noted that Martin-Liif regards the 
weaker identity type as the correct one to use. Indeed, partial type theory 
trivializes with the extensional identity type in the sense that all elements of a 
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type become equal. Another difference from Martin-Lof [9] is that we use a 
sequent notation in order to keep the assumptions (contexts) explicit. Further- 
more, derivations in our system are sequences of statements (judgements) rather 
than trees as in the natural deduction system of Martin-L6f [9]. We also include 
the Sz type to obtain partial type theory. It is the Q type which provides a main 
motivation for giving a domain interpretation of type theory. 
The statements which occur in (our formal system of) intuitionistic type theory 
are called judgements. They come in one of five forms: 
r context, 
r j A set, 
r+ aeA, 
r+ A=B, 
The judgements are built up from an infinite set of variables and a set of 
constants in the way prescribed by the rules of the formal system. Thus a syntactic 
expression r context or r$O is a judgement if and only if it has been derived in 
the formal system. 
In a judgement r context or r+ 0, the part r is called a context. As is 
apparent from the rules below, a context will have the form 
x~EA,,x~EA~, . . . ,x,EA, 
where x1, . . . , x, are distinct variables such that the variable Xi does not appear 
free in Aj for i =Z i. The empty sequence is denoted by 0. It follows from the 
context rule below that 0 context is a judgement, i.e. that 0 is a context. 
Traditionally, in expositions of intuitionsitic type theory, the rules are 
presented without making all presuppositions of the rules explicit. The presup- 
positions of r context, where I’=x, E Al, x2 E AZ, . . . , x, E A,, (- denotes 
syntactic equality) are O+A, set, x1 EA,+A2 set,. . . , and x1 EAT, x2 E 
AZ, . . . > x,_~ E A,_, +A,, set. The presupposition of T+A set is r context. 
Similarly, the presupposition of rj a E A is I’+A set, the presuppositions of 
I’+A = B are I’+A set and r+ B set, and the presuppositions of r+ a = 
bEAareI’+aEAandTJbEA. 
In order to reflect the required presuppositions of the rules, we stipulate, in 
addition to the rules given below, the following general requirements for the 
formal system: In order to derive r + A set we must first have derived r context, 
i.e. r context must appear in the derivation before T+A set. Similarly, in order 
to derive r+ a E A we must first have derived T+A set, in order to derive 
TJ A = B we must first have derived r + A set and r 3 B set, and, finally, in 
order to derive r+ a = b E A we must first have derived r 3 a E A and 
r+ b E A (and hence r+ A set and r context). 
We now list the rules of the system. Recall that derivations are sequences of 
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judgements and that in order to use a rule the stipulation given above must first 
be met, In the usual manner we identify expressions which only differ among 
bound variables. By A(aI, . . . , a,/~~, . . . , x,) we mean the simultaneous sub- 
stitution of the expressions a,, . . . , a, into the expression A, where each free 
occurrence of the variable xi is replaced by ai. Of course, whenever we make a 
substitution it is assumed that the ui are substitutable, i.e. no variable occurring 
freely in Ui becomes bound in A(uI, . . . , an/xl, . . . , x,). The variables 
Xl, . . * 7 x, become bound in an expression of the form (x1, . . . , x,)exp where xi 
is a variable and exp is an expression. 
Context rules 
0 context 
rjA set 
r, x E A context 
provided x does not appear free in r. 
Assumption rule 
x,EA~,x,EA~ ,..., x,EA, j xieAi 
for 1Siin. 
Equality rules 
Reflexivity: 
I’+, EA 
r+u=ueA 
Symmetry: 
rJu=b~A 
rJb=ueA 
Transitivity: 
rJu=beA 
r$b=ceA 
r*u=ccA 
Equality of sets: 
r+a EA 
r+A=B 
TjUEB 
rJA set 
rjA =A 
rJA=B 
r+B=A 
r+A=B 
T$B=C 
r+A=C 
r+u=bcA 
r+A=B 
r+u=bcB 
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Cartesian product of a family of sets 
II-formation: 
r,x~AjBset 
r + II(A, (x)B) set 
TjA=A 
T,xEAJB=B’ 
l-3 l-I(A, (x)B) = II(A’, (x)B’) 
II-introduction: 
r=, h(A, (x)B, (x)b) E WL (x)B) 
l-‘,xcA+b=b’EB 
I-+ il(A, (x)B, (x)b) = W, (x)B> (x)b’) 
II-elimination: 
r+ c E WA, (XV) 
T+a EA 
r+ Ap(A, (x)4 c, a) E %4x) 
r+c=c’EIl(A, (x)B) 
T+a =a’ EA 
r+ Ap(A (x)B, c, a) = Ap(A, (x)B, c’, a’) E B(alx) 
II-equality: 
rja EA 
I-,xeA+bEB 
r + Ap(A, (x)B, A(A, (x)B, (x)b), a) = b(alx) E B(alx) 
There is a rule of equality for each formation, introduction and elimination rule 
analogous to the ones given above for the Cartesian product. In the sequel, in 
order to save space, these rules will not be written out. 
Disjoint union of a family of sets 
X-formation: 
r,xEA+Bset 
T+Z(A, (x)B) set 
Z-introduction: 
T$a EA 
T+b E B(a/x) 
rJp(A, (x)B, a, b) E z(A, (x)B) 
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Z-elimination: 
r, z E Z(A, (x)B) 3 C set 
I-3 c E Z(A, (x)B) 
r, x E A, y E B =, d E C(p(A, (x)B, x, Y )/z) 
r+E(A, (x)B, (z)C, c, (~9 y)d) E C(c/z) 
Z-equality: 
r, z E Z(A, (x)B) =3 C set 
TjUEA 
rj 6 E B(alx) 
r, x E A, y E B +d E C(p(A, (x)B, ~9 y)/z) 
r j ,qA, (x)B, (z)C, p(A, (x)B, a, b), (x, y)d) 
= d(a, b/x, y) E C(p(A, (x)B, a9 b)lz) 
Disjoint union of two sets 
+-formation: 
r*A set 
r+Bset 
rJA+Bset 
+-introduction: 
r+a EA 
r$i(A, B,a)eA+B 
rjbcB 
rjj(A,B,b)EA+B 
+-elimination: 
r,zEA+B+Cset 
r+ceA+B 
r, XE A+~E C(i(A,B,x)lz) 
r, y E B + e E C(j(A, B, Y)/z) 
r j D(A, B, (z)C, c, (x)d, (y)e) E C(clz) 
+-equality: 
r,zEA+B+Cset 
rJa EA 
r, x E A j d E C(i(A, B, X)/Z) 
r, y E B + e E WA, B, Y)/z) 
r+ D(A, B, (z)C, i(A, B, a), (x)4 (y)e) = d(ulx) E C(i(A, B, u)lz) 
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and 
I-, x E A 3 d E C(i(A, B, x)/z) 
c y E B +e E C(j( A, B, y)/z) 
rj D(A, B, (z)C, j(A, B, b), (x)d, (y)e) = e(bly) E C(j(A, BP b)lz) 
identity relation 
Z-formation: 
r jZ(A, a, b) set 
Z-introduction: 
r+r(A, a) E I(A, a, a) 
Z-elimination: 
r,xEA,yEA,zEZ(A,x,y)+Cset 
I’jc EZ(A, a, b) 
r, x E A 3 d E C(x, r(A, x)/y, Z) 
r+J(A, (x, y, z)C, G (x)4 E C(a, b, c/x, Y, z) 
Z-equality: 
f’,xEA,yEA,zEZ(A,x,y)JCset 
r+a EA 
r, x E A + d E C(x, r(A, x)/y, z) 
T+J(A, (x, y, z)C, 4% a), (x)d) = d(alx) E C(a, a, r(A, x)/x, Y, z) 
Finite sets 
N,-formation (for n = 0, 1, 2, . . .): 
T+ N,, set 
N,-introduction 
rjm,EN,, form=0 ,..., n-l. 
N,-elimination: 
r, z EN,,jCset 
r+cEN” 
rJcjEC(i,/z)fori=O,...,n-1 
rw,((z)C, c, co, . . . , ~,-d E cw) 
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N,-equality 
r, z E N,, 3 C set 
r* Ci E C(&/Z) for i = 0, . . . , n - 1 
TJR,((z)C, m,, co, . . . , c,-d=c, E C(c/z> 
for m = 0, . . . , n - 1. 
The set of natural numbers 
N-formation: 
r+Nset 
N-introduction: 
I-~OEN 
N-elimination: 
r, z E N+Cset 
r+cEN 
r*de c(ol2) 
r,x EN,~ E C(xlz)+ e E C(s(x)lz) 
WW(z)C, C, 4 (x9 y)e) E C(h) 
N-equality: 
r, z cN+Cset 
I’=, d E C(O/z) 
r,~ EN,~ E C(xIz)+e E C(s(x)Iz) 
rJR((z)C, 0, d, (x, y)e)=d E c(olz) 
and 
r,zEN+Cset 
T+acN 
r~ddc(OIZ) 
r, x E N, y E C(xlz> + e E C(+)Iz) 
r+zq(z)c, s(a), d, (x, y)e) = e(a, R((z)C, a, d, (x7 ~)e)k Y) E C(s(a)lz) 
The iteration set 
Q-formation: 
r*Oset 
Q-introduction: 
T*aeB 
r*a’eQ 
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Q-elimination: 
r,z~Q=$Cset 
I-$CES2 
r, x E Sz, y E C(x/z) j d E C(x'/z) 
W R,(iz)C, , (~1 Y)d) E C&j 
Q-equality: 
T,zEP+Cset 
r+aEQ 
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r, x E s-2, y E C(xlz) 3 d E C(x’lz) 
r+R,((z)C, a’, (x, y)d) = d(a, R,((z)C, a, (x7 y)d)lx, Y) E c(a’/z) 
Additional axioms for w 
r*0d2 r+0=dd-2. 
This completes the list of rules for the monomorphrc system that we consider. 
The polymorphic theory is obtained from the monomorphic theory by a 
stripping operation * defined inductively on expressions for types and for terms. 
II(A, (x)B)* = (ILx E A*)B* 
A(A, (x)B, (x)b)* = (dx)b* 
Ap(A, (x)B, c, a)* = Ap(c*, a*) 
Z(A, (x)Z?)* = (Xx EA*)B* 
p(A, (x)B, a, b)* = (a*, b*) 
WA, (x)4 (z)C, c> (x, y)d)* 
= E(c*, (x, y)d*) 
(A + B)* = A* + B* 
i(A, B, a)* = i(a*) j(A, B, b)* =j(b*) 
D(A) B, (z)C, c, (x)d, (y)e)* 
= WC*, (x)d*, (y)e*) 
Z(A, a, b)* = Z(A*, a*, b*) 
r(A, a)* = r(a*) 
J(A, (x, y, z)C, c, (x)d)* =J(c*, (x)d*) 
N,*=N, 
mn*=m, 
R,((Z)C, c, cot. . . 7 G-I)* 
=&(c*, c,*, . . . , c,*_,) 
N*=N 
o* =o s(a)* = s(a*) 
R((z)C, G d, (x9 y)e)* 
= R(c*, d*, (x, y)e*) 
52*=l2 
o*=w (a’)* = (a*)’ 
R,((z)C, c, (x7 y)e)* 
= RJc*, (x,y)e*) 
The polymorphic theory obtained by * corresponds to the version given in 
Martin-Lof [9]. 
In the remaining part of the paper we shall use the polymorphic version of type 
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theory. Note however that this is only a notational convenience; the type 
information on terms is assumed to be available. 
The thinning and substitution rules are derived rules of the system. Their 
proofs reveal how thinning and substitution are to be interpreted. 
Theorem 4.1. The following rules are derived rules of the system, where w is a 
variable not free in r, A: 
(9 
(ii) 
rj D set 
r, A context 
r, w E D, A context 
rj D set 
r, A*@ 
Proof. The proof of (i) and (ii) is by induction on the derivation of r, A context 
or r, A + 0. Consider (i). If A = 0 then (i) holds by the context rule. Suppose 
A = A’, z E C. Then, since r, A context, there is a shorter derivation of r, A’ j 
Cset. By the induction hypothesis, r, WED, A’jCset and hence r, we 
D, A context by the context rule. 
For (ii) we exemplify by considering the case of II-formation. Suppose 
r, A$ @Ix E A)B set. Then, inductively, r, WED, A+Aset and r, WE 
D, A, x E A + B set and hence r, w E D, 63 (IIx E A)B set by II-formation. 
The remaining cases are similar. Cl 
Theorem 4.2. Assume r, A, x1 E A,, . . . , x, E A,,, Qi context and r, A+ a, E A,, 
r, A+aZEA,(aI/xl), . . . , r, A+a,, EA,(aI, . . . , a,,_,lx,, . . . ,x,_~). Then the 
following substitution rules are derived rules: 
6) r,xlEAI,. . . ,x, EA,, @context 
r, A, @(al, . . . , a,/xI, . . . , x,) context 
(ii) I’,xIEAI ,..., x,EA,,@+O 
r, A, @(al, . . . , 4x1, . . . , x,) + WI, . . . , an/xl, . . . , x,) 
Remark. The assumption r, A, x1 E AI, . . . , x,, E A,, @context only makes sure 
that the variables in @ and A are not in conflict with each other. 
Proof. We use the notation a=a, ,... ,an;x=xl,. . . ,x, and XEA=X~E 
A, ,..., x,EA,. The proof of (i) and (ii) is by induction on the derivation of 
T,reA, @context or T,xcA, @jO. 
(i): In case @ = 0 there is nothing to prove, since r, A context. So suppose 
@= W, z E D. Then we must have T,x E A, CD’ 3 D set with a derivation of 
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shorter length, so inductively, r, A, @‘(a/x) 3 D(a/x) set. But then r, A, @(u/x) 
context by the context rule. 
(ii) We only consider the cases of the assumption rule and the II-formation 
rule. The remaining rules are similar though sometimes syntactically more 
complicated. For the assumption rule, assume 
T,xcA, @JzeD. 
By our general stipulation we have r, x EA, @context with a derivation of 
shorter length, so 
r, A, @(a/x) context 
by (i). If z E D comes from Tar @ then the result follows by the assumption rule. 
If z E D ‘xi E Ai then (Z E D)(u/x) E ~i E Ai(~l, . . . , Ui_l/X,, . . . , Xi-l) SO 
r, A, @(U/X) +~i E Ai(al, . . . , Ui-l/Xl, . . . , Xi-l) 
by the thinning rule of Theorem 4.1. 
Now consider the I-I-formation rule, say we have obtained T,r EA, CD+ 
(II y E B)C set. Then, with shorter derivations, we have 
T,xeA, QijBset and r,x~A, @,yEB+Cset. 
Inductively, we then have 
r, A, @(u/x) j B(u/x) set and 
r, A, @(U/X), y E B(u/x) + C(U/X) set. 
Thus 
c A, @(u/x) 3 (rI y E B(u/x))C(U/X) set 
by the II-formation rule. This proves our case since 
(II y E B(ulx))C(u/x) = ((II y E B)C)(ulx). q 
5. The first interpretation 
By an interpretation of intuitionistic type theory we mean an interpretation of 
each judgement of the formal system given in Section 4. An interpretation of a 
judgement consists of an interpretation of its context and, in case the judgement 
is of the form rj 0, an interpretation of 0. A context r is interpreted as an 
effective domain [[a. A type A in a judgement of the form I’+A set is 
interpreted as an effective parametrization IIA]r:[Ir]* DOM. A term a in a 
judgement of the form r+ a E A is interpreted as an effective p-continuous 
function [ulr over [Air. Thus the symbol E in a judgement r+ a E A is 
interpreted as belonging to the domain KI([rl, [[A],). The symbol = in a 
judgement of the form T+A = B is interpreted as (set-theoretic) equality 
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between [A], and I[&, that is [All,(w) = [l&-(w) for each w E [[a, and when 
w cv in [[r] then [A]I:[ w, v] = [Bng[w, v]. Finally, the symbols = and E in a 
judgement of the form rj a = b E A are interpreted as [anr and [bnr being equal 
elements of II([fl, [Air). 
The interpretation given in this section is not adequate for the operational 
semantics of type theory. Instead, for example, the n-rule holds for the 
interpretation, that is [()rx)Ap(c, x)nr= [cJ r whenever r+ c E (II x E A)B. In 
Section 6 we modify the interpretation slightly to obtain an interpretation which is 
adequate for the operational semantics. 
The interpretation of a judgement is given inductively on a derivation of that 
judgement. Recall the general stipulation made on derivations in Section 4. Thus, 
if T+A set is a judgement then r context must appear in its derivation and 
hence the domain [a is defined inductively. So it makes sense to say that [A]lr 
shall be a parametrization from I[r] into DOM. Similar remarks apply to the 
remaining forms of judgements. 
It is the monomorphic type theory that we shall interpret. Nonethless we use 
the polymorphic notation when giving the interpretation. Thus the type informa- 
tion on terms is assumed to be there, but it is written with invisible ink made 
visible only when we need the information. 
The interpretation of a type A and a term a will depend only on the context of 
the judgement in which they appear. This will be proved by induction on 
derivations. Furthermore we need to show how the interpretation behaves under 
thinning and substitution (Theorems 4.1 and 4.2). In fact, all of this needs to be 
shown by induction on derivations simultaneously with giving the interpretation. 
However, in order to make the presentation more readable, we first give the 
interpretation and show that all the rules of type theory are satisfied under the 
assumptions that the interpretations [A]lr and [a]lr depend only on r and that 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 below hold. Then, at the end of the section, we prove these 
assumptions. 
First we consider the interpretation of a context, after which we state Theorems 
5.1 and 5.2 about the interpretations of thinning and substitution. Then we go 
through the remaining rules of the system, one at a time. To save some writing 
we assume all inductive assumptions to be effective without explicitly stating this 
in each case. 
The context rules 
The empty context 0 is interpreted by the one point domain, 1[0J = {I}. 
Suppose we have derived r, x E A context. Then, by our general stipulation, we 
have already derived r + A set and r context, and hence, inductively, [fl is a 
domain and [Air: I[fi+ DOM is a parametrization, Define 
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which is an effective domain by Theorems 2.1 and 3.12. Note that if G =x1 E 
Al,. . . , xi_,EA,_,fori=l,...,n+lthen 
lK+Jl= (112 UAJlr, x UAllr,I . * * WUIG~ 
In the case we have a context r, A then we informally use the notation 
(u, V) E [Z, Al where u is the part of the tuple due to Z and Y is the part of the 
tuple due to A. With this convention we now state the theorems about thinning 
and substitution. 
Theorem 5.1. (i) Zf Z, A context and r, z E II, A context then 
(a) (u, V, w) E I[Z’, z E D, A] implies (u, w) E [[r, A], and 
(b) (u, w) E UC AII an d v E uonr(u) implies (u, 21, w) E [r, 2 E D, A]. 
(ii) Zf Z, A +A set and r, z E D, A +A set and (u, v, w) E I[r, z E D, A] then 
U&,zsD,A( 4 21, w) =uAnr,A(4 w). 
(iii) Z~f,Aja~Aand~,z~D,A~a~Aund(u,v,w)~~~,z~D,A]lthen 
bn l-,reD,A (24 21, W) = I[&,A(u3 W). 
Remark. The theorem is proved by induction on a derivation of r, A context, 
r, A j A set and r, A + a E A respectively. 
In the substitution theorem below, we use the notation a = al, . . . , a,,; 
x=x1, . . . ) x,; XEA=X~EA~, . . . ,x,EA,; @=yI~B1,...,y,,,~Bm and 
@i ‘~1 E B1, . 1 . ) yi-1 E Bi-1. 
Theorem 5.2. Suppose 
r, A+al EAR, . . . , r, A+a,, cA,(al, . . . , a,_lIxl, . . 
and I’, A, x E A, @ context. 
(i) Zf r, x E A, @ context then 
uc A, wwn= cw~, wl, . .. , ~,w, V)E~T, An
wi EuBincxcA,@,(U7 ualncA j VI? . .. , ua?&A(UJ VI, w17 
(ii) Zf Z’, x CA, @jD set then 
? X,-l) 
. * , wi-l)}- 
Remarks. (i) The role of the assumption r, A, x E A, @context is only to make 
sure that the variables of A and @ are not in conflict. 
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(ii) The theorem is proved by induction on a derivation of r, x E A, 0 context, 
T,xEA, @jDsetandr,xEA, @$$dErespectively. 
The assumption rule 
By our general stipulation we have derivations of r = x1 E A;, . . . , x, E 
A,context, T+Aiset and cjA,set, where &=xl~A1,. . . ,x~_~EA~_~. 
Inductively, we thus have domains [fi and [&I and parametrizations [A& and 
[A&. Define 
Then [x&E II([a, [A&-) by Lemma 2.7, since I[A&(u, v) = [A&(u) for each 
(u, V) E [q where u E [&I, by Theorem 5.1. Furthermore I[x& is clearly effective. 
The equality rules 
These rules are trivial, given our interpretation of E and =. 
The Cartesian product of a family of sets 
II-formation. Inductively, [fl is a domain, iAIr: [[a+ DOM is a parametriza- 
tion, and UHlr,x.a is a parametrization over [AJP Define [[@Ix E A)B],: [[a+= 
DOM by 
u(nx E Am= wAnr, uwr,xeA). 
Then [@Ix E A)B], is a parametrization by Theorem 2.11 and effective by 
Theorem 3.21. 
Remark. The equality rule for II-formation is trivially satisfied by our choice of 
interpretation of E and =. The same is true for all equality rules in formation, 
introduction and elimination rules so these rules will be ignored in the sequel. 
II-introduction. In addition to the assumptions above, we have inductively 
Ubll T,xsA E wc X EAT m,xEA) = wm I[Ah-h im-,xeA)~ 
Define 
UOcxM-= cmdWL-,,,A). 
Then ll(~M-~~(U~, WAIL-, ii%,xeA))= WU~, U(k EAPIL-) and effective 
by the effective version of Theorem 2.22. 
II-elimination. By the induction hypothesis: I[&E II([fi, I[Anr) and 
kk n(!flj u(IIx E A)Bk-) = n(tia9 n(uAi, m,XEA))- 
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Define UAp(c, a)Ur- for w E Ufl by 
CAp(c, a%(w) = Uc]lr(w)U&(w). 
Thus UAp(c, a)Ilr~ D(Urll, lWlx)Il r as in the example following Theorem 2.22, ) 
using Theorem 5.2, and UAp(c, a)Ur is effective. 
II-equality. We inductively have the assumptions above. For w E Ua, using 
Theorem 5.2, 
uA~((h)k a-69 =uwva+ma-(w) 
= curry(Ubn,,.,)(w)Uanr(w) 
=uadW, u4h4~~~=uwaw. 
The disjoint union of a family of sets 
Z-formation. Inductively, UIJ is a domain, IAIr: [r]+ DOM is a parametrization, 
and UWlcx.A is a parametrization over U;4Up Define U(X x E A)&: [a+ DOM by 
U(ZX E wn,=wa urn-d. 
Then U(Zx E A)Bn, is a parametrization by Theorem 2.3 and effective by 
Theorem 
3.20. 
Z$ntroduction. In addition to the assumptions above we inductively have 
ubwwn, uwdm =wv-x wuacxEAh u4-w). 
Define U(u, b)U,, for w E Ufl, by 
~(6 w-w= wr69, ua-69). 
By Lemma 2.18, II@, Wllr~WU~~ WL%, U4L-,x.A)) = Wll, UPx l Wlr) 
and is effective. Note that it is essential that r, x E A + B set appears in the 
derivation in order to obtain UBUr,xsA and not just [B(u/x$. This is the case, 
since, by our general stipulation, r=$ (Z x E A)B set and hence r, x E A 3 B set. 
Z-ebzinution. Inductively we assume U&e II(Ufl, U(Z x E A)BD,) and 
udnr,xsA,ysB d-wnwnrwnr,xPA7 uc<(x,~)IZ)n~~~~.~~~). 
Furthermore UCncrE~Zx~A~B is a parametrization by the overall hypothesis. Define 
!IE(c, (x9 y)d)nr, for w ~W'll, by 
UECC, (xwkw =u4-,,xeA.ysB~~(~~ u4-(4) 
where @ is the function defined in the proof of Proposition 2.4. 
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Let h : ([r]+- Z([ll, [(Z x l A)B]lr) be defined by h(w) = (w, [clr(w)). Then h 
is continuous by Lemma 2.13 and hence [E(c, (x, y)d)lr is p-continuous w.r.t. 
UC((.% Y)lz)llT,xrA,yEB 0 $J 0 h. Let w E [Z’j and U&(w) = (u, v). Then 
UC((X, Y)i4h,x,A,yEB o +%w) = !C((% Y)/z)~r,xE~,yE&j U, u) 
= ucn T,zE~XxEAd~~ ub yhEA,dWj 4 4) 
= ucn r,rEcXxEAd~7 a+,,,A,yeB(W7 4 ~1, uYnr,xEA,ydW7 4 4))
= ua I-,rE(Xx&4)&~ (4 VI) 
= ucn r,rEcZxeAd~9 u4-w 
= wm-(4. 
Clearly UWG (4 da r is effective by the effective versions of Lemma 2.13 and 
Proposition 2.4. 
Let us pause to consider the use of Theorem 5.2 in the previous calculation. 
First of all, it is easy to show Z, x E A, y E B, z E (2 x E A) context and 
Z, x E A, y E B j (x, y) E (Xx E A)B. Furthermore, the overall hypothesis Z, z E 
(2 x E A)B j C set must appear in the derivation previous to the application of 
the Z-rule. Thus Theorem 5.2 has already been proved for Z, z E (I: x E A)B 3 
C set (cf. the remark after Theorem 5.2) which makes the application of Theorem 
5.2 valid. However the overall hypothesis Z, z E (Xx EA)B + C set in the 
Z-elimination rule is necessary for this to make sense, which reflects the necessity 
of the assumption in the formal rule. Analogous remarks hold for the elimination 
and equality rules for +, the Z-type, N,,, N and &2. In the sequel we leave the 
verification of the validity of our use of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 to the reader. 
Z-equality. In addition to the assumptions above we also assume inductively that 
[alIrE H(Urll, UG-) and IWL-~ WKll, UBW)nr). Then, for w E V’ll, 
uw, b), (4 ymw = u4-,xEA.yEB0 e5 uh 4-w 
= Udll l-,xsA,yoB 0 a5 (bnrw7 uw+9)) 
= u&,xEA,yEB h ud-w uaw 
= U+, b/x, y)ndw). 
The disjoint union of two sets 
+-formation. Inductively, [Z’J is a domain, [A]lr:[a+DOM is a parametriza- 
tion, and [Bnr-:[Zj+DOM is a parametrization. Define [A + B]I,:[Z]+DOM 
by 
UA + BnrCw) = U&(w) + UBndw)- 
Then [A + B], is a parmetrization by Proposition 1.12 and it is clearly effective. 
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+-introduction. In addition to the assumptions above we also assume inductively 
that i141r~~(U~, U4L-) and U&e WKll, UWII-). Define Ma%-, for w l V'll, by 
uwnr(d =m ud-(4) and W&-W =(L U&W). 
men UWlr and UiWIL- are trivially p-continuous and effective w.r.t. [A + I$.. 
+-elimination. Inductively we assume 
u+ m-x UA + w, 
Ml r,xeA E WOIrll~ U4-h UCW141LA) and 
U41cY~B l win-x um uc(~(Ym-,yeB). 
By the overall hypothesis, UC]lr,zcA+B is a parametrization over Z([Ij, [A + IQ,). 
For w E [a, define 
Wk W4 bMl4~) = ++-lz)lr(w) if Ucw) = L[A+B]r(w)9 
= b%,x~A(~7 U) if be9 = (0, 4, 
= I[e]lcyeB(Wj v) if u+(w) = (1, v). 
First we show that [D(c, (x)d, (y)e)&(w) E [C(c/z)lL-(w) for each w E [I’ll. 
Suppose, for the typical nontrivial case that U&(w) = (0, u). Then u E [A]r(w) 
and 
I[o(c, (x)d, (Y)e)nr(w) = u&,xs&7 U) E~c(i(dIz)kxEA(wp U> 
= I[c]lr,reA+B cwp ii(x%,xeA(wy u)) 
= m-,rEA+B(Wp to7 bh,xEA(w~ u))) 
= !m,z6A+B(W7 top u>> 
= a,r~A+B(W7 I[cb(w)) 
= uc(ciz)nr(w). 
A similar calculation shows that when w CV and [c&.(w) = (0, w ‘) say, and 
hence [c]r(v) = (0, v’) then 
(w, w’) L(v, IJ’) and 
uC(ciz)%[W, u] = I[c(i(x>/z)%,xEA[(WJ w’), (v, v’)]e 
It remains to show that [D(c, (x)d, (y)e& is p-continuous w.r.t. UC(c/z)],. We 
leave the p-monotonicity to the reader. Assume 
r~ aPProxIc(c,r)lr(w)(UID(c, W4 WMW 
For the typical nontrivial case assume [&(w) = (0, U) so that 
g~(c, (x)d, (Y)dh-o) = udnr,reA(W9 U) E ~c i(x>/z)kxEA(wj U). 
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By the continuity of [d]r,X.A there is (a’, b’) E Z(([IJl, [Al,), such that (a’, b’) F 
(w, U) and r C[dJJr,XEA(a’, b’)‘“+‘. Let b” = b”“’ and consider (0, V’) E [A + 
B],(w),. Then by the p-continuity of [cJr there is a” E approx(w) such that 
(0, 6”) ~[c]lr(a”)@‘). Let u = a’ Ll a”. Then (0, V’) L[c],(u)@‘). It follows [&(a) = 
(0, V) where u E iAIr and b” C@“). Let b = b ‘@) so that b”“) = b”. Then 
(a, b) E WrII, U4-)c and (a, b) C(w, u). 
Furthermore, since (a’, b’) r(u, b), 
r wnr,xEA(a, bpu).
But (a, b) F(u, V) and hence 
r wncx.A(~, w+) 
=UW, (44 WM4(w~~) 
=I[% (44 (Y)e)nr(u)(w)Euc(c/z)nr(w). 
To see that [D(c, (x)d, (y)e& is effective we have for (t, r) E 
z(urg, ucw4ndc, 
tcUW7 (+4 b94lM> 9 t = ~rc(clr)l,(r) 
or (3~ U~nr(~)cw4 4 b(4 &am-,x.A(~, 4) 
or (3~ 4M-Wc>((17 MkdL-(~)& G4-,yEB(~, 4) 
by the p-continuity of [d]r,xsA and [e]T,yeB. The right-hand side is semidecidable 
so [D(c, (x)d, (y)e$ is indeed effective. 
+-equality. We consider the first equality rule, the second being analogous. In 
addition to the assumptions for +-elimination we inductively have [u]lr E 
r'WIl, UAIH and UWlr~ WFlL UA + %-). men for w 4KlL UWlldw) =
(0, [u]r(w)) and hence 
UW@h (44 W4L-W= u4k,xsA(~, uunr(w))=ud(uix)nr(w>. 
The identity relation 
Z-formation. Inductively, [a is a domain, [IAIr: [l-j+ DOM is a parametrization, 
U&~ Wrg, U41r) and II&E WIL iMId. Then define I[&% a, NL-by 
U&4, 6b)h=m%-, I[&-, iv&). 
Thus UW, U, 6% is an effective parametrization over [[fl by the effective version 
of Theorem 2.21. 
I-introduction. Inductively, [a is a domain, [Anr-:[a+DOM is a parametriza- 
tion, and [u],E ll([fl, [A],). Define, for w E [a, 
uwnde =udrw 
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It is routine, unfolding the definitions, to verify that [r(a)JJre 
II([Z’j, [Z(A, a, a)lr) and that [r(a)Jjr is effective. 
Z-elimination. In addition to the assumptions above, we inductively have that 
II&-E WUrD, INA a, b)Drh 
UdDcxe, E WW-'ll~ iI&), UC(x, +YY, z%,,,A) 
and that ([CDT,xeA,ysA,zs,(A,x,y) is a parametrization over 
UrllzUAn,~UAn,,.,~UZ(A, x, Y)BT,~EA,~~A. 
For ease of notation denote I[C]IT,x.A,y4A,zel(A.x,y) by F. Now, r, x EA context so 
r, x EA +x E A and r, x E A *r(x) E Z(A, x, x). Thus, by Theorem 5.2, for 
(w, U)E UCx l 4=W-n, U4lrh 
U% +vYJ Z%,:,G4 (~9u)=F(w>  Udlr,x,~(~~ u>> U+&,x.a(w, u>> 
= F(w, u, u, u). 
By the remark following Theorem 2.21, [c]~E II([Z], [Ajr). Thus 
(wPllr,x.~ (w, U4l1J~))~W!I171, (wNCk r(x)ly, &,,d(w, iIdr(w))) 
=NI~ll, (wP'(w, Udi-(~1, U+(w), Udr(w))- 
Define, for w E [Z’j, [.Z(c, (x)d)j,-(w) = 
F+[(w, Udr(wh UcnAw), Ucnr(w)h (w,Uanr(wh U&(w), udr(w))l 
Wn r,XEA(W9 Udr(w))). 
Clearly the right-hand side is well-defined, since U&-e II([ZJl, [Z(A, a, b&) 
and UJ(c, (XHL- is p-continuous w.r.t. (w)F(w, [ujr(w), [b],-(w), [c]lr(w)) = 
QC(u, b, c/x, y, z)lr by Proposition 2.9 and Lemma 2.15. It is effective, using the 
effective versions of these results and the closure of effectivity under 
substitutions. 
Z-equality. Under the assumptions and notation above, for w E [ZJ, 
=F+[(w, ur@)nr(W), uww), um-(w))l 6% udrbd~ bnrwp umh-(w 
Wn rJa‘4(W9 u+%(w))) 
=F+KW, bbw uhw u~~abw~~ (w, bndwh ud+a uwnrw)l 
wn i-Jdw7 lbllr(w))) 
=U&,xe~ (w, Uanr(w))=Ud(alx)Dr(w>. 
Remark. The interpretation of the Z-type is symmetric in the sense that 
[Z(A, a, b)] = [Z(A, b, a)]. However, it is not true that I’+Z(A, a, b) = Z(A, b, a) 
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in general. To reflect the non-symmetric nature of the I-type one could define the 
interpretation by 
[Z(A, a, b)&(w) = [Alr( w)~+) x [Alr( w)[~‘~(~) 
and modify the interpretations [r(a$ and [J(c, (x)d)]r accordingly. This is a 
variant of a suggestion by I. Lindstrom. 
The finite sets 
N,-formation. [N,&: I[fl+ DOM is defined by the constant parametrization 
uNnnrw) = N,, 
where N, is the flat domain over it elements: 
0, 1, ‘. * (n - 1); 
_L 
Clearly, [N,& is effective since N, is an effective domain. 
N,,-introduction. For m = 0, . . . , n - 1 and w E [[m define [m&(w) = m,. Then 
clearly [m&e II ([I$ [NJ,-) and [m,&- is effective. 
N,,-elimination. Inductively, we assume [C]JT,ZsN. is a parametrization over 
Wrg, UNJlr)=UWX lMkn(Urll, UNL-1 and U4r~~(Urll, UWd411r) for 
m=O,..., n - 1. Define, for w E [I$ 
UR,(c, co, * * * 9 cd+9 = 1 Ic(clr)nr(w) if udkw = b+ 
= km++9 if ucjr(w) = m,. 
Then, for U&(w) = m,, 
UK(c, co, . . . f c,dndw) E UchJzMw) 
= uch., (Y Um,nr(w)) = ucnr,z.dw, m> 
= ucnCreN. (w, uwa = ucwmw). 
It remains to show that [R,(c, co, . . . , c,-l)nr is p-continuous w.r.t. uc+dz)np 
leave 
E(c, co, . 1 . 
the p-monotonicity to the reader and assume d C 
, c,a-w where d E ucwm-(4, = uckred+5 udrwC. In 
case Ucllr(w)= &then d = URdc, o, .. . , c,-&-(w)= Itc(clr)r(w)l so 
ucwnw, w](uR~(c, co, . . ., c,-dw)) = d. 
Now assume [cJjr(w) = m,. By the p-continuity of [cnr, choose a’ E approx(w) 
such that [&(a’) = m,. By the p-continuity of [c,,&- choose a” E approx(w) such 
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that 
d EllC(~J~)llft~“, ~l(lk,llr(~“)). 
Let a = a’ U a”. Then [~]~(a) = m, and 
d ‘JK(~Jz)llf[a, ~lOMlr(~))- 
But 
The effectiveness of [R,(c, c,,, . . . , c,-,)nr is established similarly to the case for 
UW, WC Wll~ 
IV,-equality. These rules are trivial since [m,&(w) = m, EN,. 
The set of natural numbers 
N-formation. Let N be the domain pictured by 
w 
Y(0) ..’ 
JS&) 
S(0) -’ 
\ ,.:. 
0, 
Then define UN,: [Ir]+ DOM to be the constant parametrization [Nnr(w) = N. 
Clearly N is an effective domain with a standard numbering enabling us to 
compute n and 0 or n and _L from an index for S”(O) or F(l). 
N-introduction. Define S : N+ N by 
S(F(l)) = Y+l(l), S(S”(0)) = S”+‘(o), S(0) = 0. 
Clearly S is continuous and effective. Inductively, we assume [[u]lrE 
II([fl, [Njr) = [a-, N. Define for w E [r], 
UC%+4 = 0 and UWIL-(4 = Wh-09). 
These functions are clearly continuous and effective under our inductive 
assumptions. 
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N-ehnination. Inductively, we assume [CIT,reN is a parametrization over 
~(P-‘ll> UNM = P-J x N, 
wurllz umz whhEN7 uc(s(X>iz)nr,xeN,ys~~~,*~). 
We make the following computations. For (w, V) E Z([[a, [wr) = [I-j x N, 
ucwn,,,d~, 4 =ucncredW, u+,xdw, 4) 
=u~n~~dw~ e. 
For 6% 21, ~)EurllzuNn,zuC(xiz)nr,~.~, 
uc~~~~~i~~n~:xslv,y~co w, ~1, 4 =um,dw, u~(X)n~,EN.yeC(x,r)(W, 21, 4)
=ua-dW, uwhENh 4) 
=u~n~~~~(W, md-,,,N~~, 4)) 
=um.d~ w.
Furthermore, for w E Urn, 
uc(oi2>n,(w)=ucnr.rs~w, uaw)=ucnczsN(W, 0) 
and 
ucwdw) =ucnczshr(w9 uw9). 
For ease of notation we denote IIC]lr,z.N by F. Define fd,e, for (w, a) E [Ij x NC, 
inductively on n by, 
f&(W> 1)= ~F(W,I), 
fd.e(W, 0) = u4h-w 
fd,dw9 s”+W) = U4-,xsN,ysC~xlr~(w~ W~h fdse(wj SW)), 
fd+4w9 Sn+W) = Ml I-,reN,y.C(xlr)(w7 WV7 fd,e(w? SW))- 
We show that fdpe(w, a) E F(w, a) for each w E [[Ij and a EN,. It is certainly true 
for u = I and a = 0. Suppose fdJw, S”(l)) E F(w, S”(I)). Then 
fdw, S”+W) = U41r,xEN,yaC(xdW, SV), fie(w7 VU)) 
E uc(S(X)IZ)n~,,N,yEC(X,Z) (w9 S"(~), fd,c(W, S”(l))) 
= F( w, Y+l( I)). 
Similarly, fdJw, S”(0)) E F(w, Y(0)). 
To show that fd,= is p-continuous w.r.t. F it suffices by Lemma 2.17 to show 
that fd,e is p-continuous in each coordinate. By a trivial induction on n one proves 
that (w)fd,Jw, a) is p-continuous w.r.t. (w)F(w, a) for each fixed a EN,, using 
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our assumptions. Now we fix w E [I’] to show that (t)fd,(rv, t) is p-monotone on 
N, w.r.t. (t)F(w, t). First we show 
F+[(wY S”(l)), (w, w9)ludW~ S”(~))) Cfd,e(W, w9) 
by induction on 12. It is clearly true for n = 0 so assume it is true for IZ. Then 
&(w, S”+YJ-)) = U4-,xc~,yec~x~z~(~, Sn l) .L(wj S”(l))) 
and 
&(W, ~““Vo) = I[~nr,xsN.yeC(x,r)h S”(O), fd,e(W, w9)). 
We have (w, Y(l)) !Z(w, S"(O)), and, by the induction hypothesis, 
F+[(w nl>)> (WY ~"(o))l(h,e(w~ Wl))) CLAW7 w9). 
But 
F+[(w, SYl)), (w, w9)1= ucwdl~x,N[(w~ S”(l)), (w7 wa)l, 
so that 
(w, SYl), &(W, SYl))) L(w, SV),f,,,(w, S”(O))). 
It follows that 
[[C(S(X)IZ)n~,,,N,yEC(XJI) [(w, SYl), fd,e(W7 SYl))), (W> S”(O), fd,e(W9 w3>)1 
Wl~x~~.y~~~xh~ (w, s”(l), .tf,edW, Sri(l))))) 
~U41~,x~N,y~~~x~r)( we s”(O), fd,etW, SntO>>>. 
But this is exactly 
F+[(w, s”+‘(l)), (w> Sn+l(0))](fd,&, S”+1(L))) %,e(W> Sn+l(0)). 
A similar calculation shows 
F+[(w, sn(l)), (w, Sn+l(l))](fd,e(W, Sn(l))) Cfd,e(W, s”+‘(l)). 
Then it follows from the fUnCtOria1 properties that (t)f&(W, t) is p-monotone on 
N,. Considering the unique p-continuous extension of (t)&(w, t) to N we have 
shown that f& is p-continuous w.r.t. F by Lemma 2.17. 
For w E [a, define 
um 4 (K &%-W =.td~ u4-(4). 
Then UNc, 4 6, yHL-~ IWlL WF(w, U4WN. But 
F(W, udrw = ucnr,dW, udrw = uw4nro4 
so IN@, 4 (x9 Y)4nr~ WlL wm-1. 
To show the effectiveness of ([R(c, d, (x, y)e)&- it clearly suffices to show that 
fd,e is effective. For this we must show that the set 
((4 6, c) E z(ua X N, FL: C Cfd,eh 6)) 
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is semidecidable. By the second recursion theorem there is a semidecidable set 
W c C(([lJ x N, F)= satisfying 
(a, b, c) E W e (b = I &c = IFCp,lj) 
or (b = 0 & c C[d]r(u)) 
or (b = S”+‘(l) & @~‘)((a, Y(l), c’) E W 
& c CUeIl~~EN,ycC~x&~ SYl), c’))) 
or (b = Y+‘(O) & @~‘)((a, Y(O), c’) E W 
&cL[e] r,xeN,ysC(xl& W0)> c’))). 
By an easy induction on n, using the p-continuity of [e]r,xsN,yeC.xlr~, it follows 
that (a, b, c) E W ec Cf&(u, b). 
N-equality. We continue to use the above notation. Consider the first equality 
rule. For w E [q, 
uzqo, 4 (~)4-(4=fd,~w um =kd~, o)=u4-w. 
For the second equality rule we assume U&E II([l-J, [iVlr). Then, for w E Ufl, 
UWa), 4 (~,Y)e%(~)=fd,e(~~ bwnrw) =Lf,e(W, &(w))) 
= Ml cxaN.ycC(xlz)h uwwie~~~ uwm 
=kn cxeN,y.C(xlr~t~~ umwh IMa, 4 6, Yb9nrW 
=Ue@, W 4 (~k)lx, rNlr(w). 
The iteration set 
Q-formation. Let Q be the ordinal o + 1 = w U {co}. Then 52 is an effective 
domain with the usual ordering. Define [Qljr:I[a+ DOM to be the constant 
parametrization uQnr(w) = 52. 
O-introduction. Let S: Q-, Q be the continuous extension of the successor 
function, i.e. S(n) = n + 1 and S(w) = w. Inductively, we assume [ujjre 
II([a, [L&). Define, for w E Urn, 
uaw =waw. 
Then ua-E m-n, uad. Trivially, S is effective and hence [u’nr is effective. 
Q-elimination. Inductively, we assume [Cl,,,, is a parametrization over 
w-n, ww=urll x 8 u4-wua, wnd=ua- and 
Ml T.xeR,yaC(xlr) E mrnz umh-z uw4n,x,,7 uc(X'IZ)n~,E~ye~~~,=~). 
Define fd, for (w, a) E [rn x A2= by 
fd(WP 0) = -ha-,,,&.0)7 
fd(w, n + 1) = u4L*,.Yec(xl*)(W~ %.fd( J n)). 
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With a proof quite analogous to the one for N-elimination, the unique continuous 
extension off to [a x Q is p-continuous w.r.t. [[C]T,zER. For w E [a, define 
U&J(c, 69 YP)lli-(w) =fd(w, k%-(w)). 
Then U%(c, (x,Y)~IL-E WFll,UC(clz)lL-), The proof that U&(c, (x, y)4nr is 
effective is analogous to the proof for [R(c, d, 
Q-equality. We the above notation. Then, w E 
[&(a’, (~,Y)d)lk(w) =J& UdL-(4) =_Mw Wk&(w))) 
=u4 cx.a.yeC~xlr~(~dd~7 U44w))) 
=u4l T,xsR,ysC~xlr~(w UK&, (x7 Y)4IHw)) 
=Ud(a, &(a, (x, y)d)k y)!Mw). 
Additional axioms. Define, for w E [a, [oDr(w) = o. Clearly [w]+ II(UIj, UL$-) 
and [w]lr is effective. And, finally, 
u0a-(w)=wbnr(w))=w4= ~ u4(w). 
This completes the definition of the interpretation and the proof that it satisfies 
all rules of our formal system of intuitionistic type theory, given Theorems 5.1, 
5.2 and 5.3 proved below. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof of (i), (“) u and (iii) is by induction on a 
derivation of r, A context, r, A +A set and r, A + a E A respectively. We only 
illustrate with a few cases, the others being similar. 
(i): Consider (a) and suppose (u, V, w) E [Ir, ,z ED, A]. If A = 0 then there is 
nothing to prove. So suppose A = A’, x E A and write w as wl, w, so that 
WZE U4r,zeD,A~( u, v, wl) and (u, 2r, wl) E [Ir, z E D, A’]. Both r, A’ context and 
r, A’ +A set have shorter derivations, so by induction, 
(u, WI) E UC A'n and w~~UNI~~~(U, wd =U4T.raD,d~(~, 21, wd. 
Thus (u, wl, w2) E [[I’, 
set and 
r,zED, A+(IIxcB)Cset. Then r,AjBset and r,A,xEB+Cset with 
shorter derivations. Thus, for (u, V, w) E [r, z E D, A], we have inductively, 
ua-,d4 w)=IP~,~~~,~(~ u  W) 
and 
(t)uck A,xeB (Up wj t) = wkreD,A,x&~ V, W, th 
Thus 
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(iii): Consider the case of N-elimination. Suppose r, A j R(c, d, (x, y)e) E 
C(c/z) and r, s E D, A j R(c, d, (x, y)e) E C(c/z). In the notation used when 
defining the interpretation of N-elimination, we inductively have that (i) holds for 
F and (ii) holds for d and e. Then it is easily seen, by induction on n, for 
(u, ~1, w) E [r, s ED, A] and a EN,, that &.(u, V, w, a) =&(u, w, a). It then 
follows that 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. The proof of (i), ( ii and (iii) is by induction on a ) 
derivation of r, x E A, @ context, r, x E A, CD + D set and r, x E A, @ j d E D 
respectively. We only do some illustrative cases. 
(i): If @ =0 there is nothing to prove. So suppose @ = @’ , y E B. Then 
r, x E A, @’ 3 B set with a shorter derivation, so 
IIB(alx)ll r, A, @(.d& v> w, 
= uar,x.A, a,’ (up I[&,A(& vh . . . , b&A(u9 v>, W). 
Now (i) follows, since (i) holds for [r, A, @‘(a/x)] by the induction hypothesis. 
(ii): Consider the II-formation rule. So suppose r, x E A, Qi + (II z E B)C set. 
Then 
[((II Z l B)C)(a/x)n,d,~(,,,,(U, 21, W) 
= I[(n Z E B(a/x))C(U/X)nr,d,~(P,=)(U, 21, W) 
= n(uB(U/x)nr,d,9(r,x)(U, 21, W), (t>uc(a/x)n,A,~‘(P/x),reB(alx)(U, 21, W t)) 
= n(~Bk:x&,&~ iblh,A(u~ a . . . , ibnb,A(u9 v)J Wh 
(t)a,xsA,~,,re& ~d-,A(~~ v)f . . . , bnb,A(uj VI, w7 o) 
= f(rI z E B)C] r.xe~,~(U~ b&A(~? a . . . , ibnkA(u9 a W) 
where the next to least equality uses the induction hypotheses and (i). 
(iii): First consider the assumption rule r, x E A, @+ z E D. If z E D comes 
from r or @ then (iii) holds by the induction hypothesis on 0. So suppose 
ZED’XlEAi. Then 
where the next to last equality is Theorem 5.1. 
Finally consider the N-elimination rule. In the notation used when giving the 
interpretation, we inductively have that (ii) holds for F and (iii) holds for d and e. 
By induction on n, it is easily seen that (iii) holds for j&, that is 
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Finally we prove that our interpretation is well-defined and that interpretations 
of types and terms depend only on contexts. Recall that we deal with the 
monomorphic type theory. 
Theorem 5.3. (i) If r context then [I’j is independent of its derivation. 
(ii) Zf T j A set then [A]lr is independent of its derivation. 
(iii) Zf r j a E A then [ulr is independent of its derivation and of A. 
Proof. The proof of (i), (ii) and (iii) is by induction on a derivation of rcontext, 
T+A set and T+u EA, respectively. 
(i): Suppose r context. If r = 0 then [a = {I} and (i) holds by the nature of 
the context rule. Suppose r= r’, x E A. Then, with shorter derivations, 
r’ context and I” +A set. By induction [r’] and [A]lrs are independent of 
derivations and hence [[a = 2 ([r’], [Alp) is independent of derivation. 
(ii): Similar to (i). 
(iii): We exemplify with the +-elimination rule, the other introduction and 
elimination rules being similar. So suppose 
r+D(A, 4 (z)C, c, (x)4 (_v)e) e C(c/z) 
The interpretation I[D(A, B, (z)C, c, (x)d, (y)e&- is defined in terms of 
UCIlcz.A+B,U4-~ U4-,xEA and U41~,yes~ and this information is contained in the 
term. By induction, (ii) holds for [Cl T,zcA+B and (iii) holds for [cJr, [d]lr,x.a and 
U4b,y.s Thus, whenever 
D(A 6 (z)C, c, (x)4 (y)e) 
has context rand is obtained by +-elimination, its interpretation is the one given 
above. The only other way to derive 
r+D(A, 6 (z)C, c, (x)4 (y)e) E E 
is by the equality of sets rule. But the equality of sets rule can only be applied, in 
our case, after an application of the +-elimination rule, which fixes the 
interpretation. Cl 
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6. Operational and denotational semantics 
The domain interpretation given in the previous section is not adequate for the 
operational semantics of type theory, that is the denotations do not respect the 
way terms are computed. In this section we shall modify the domain interpreta- 
tion, or denotational semantics, of Section 5 to obtain one which is adequate for, 
and in fact equivalent to, the operational semantics in a strong sense. The method 
of proof is analogous to the one given by Martin-LGf [8]. Plotkin [14] is also 
relevant here. 
We now describe computation rules for closed terms of intuitionistic type 
theory, in other words we give its operational semantics. The given rules 
correspond to a lazy evaluation. A deterministic computation rule a+ b is 
defined for each closed term a. Computations are then obtained by the transitive 
closure of this relation, also denoted by +. A term is canonical if it is obtained by 
an introduction rule. Thus a term is canonical if it has the form (Ar)b, (a, b), 
i(u), j(b), r(u), m,, 0, s(u), or u’. If a is a closed canonical term then a + a, so 
that a closed canonical term has itself as value. The remaining computation rules 
are essentially given by the various equality rules, considering these as term 
rewriting rules, as follows. To compute Ap(c, a) first compute c. If this 
computation terminates, that is the computation gives a canonical term in finitely 
many steps, then we must have c* (hw)b for some b. Then set Ap(c, a)-+= 
b(u/x). Put more succinctly, 
Ap(c, a)-, b(u/x) if c+ (Ax)b. 
Similarly, 
E(c, (x7 y)d)+ d(u, b/x, Y) ifc- (u, b), 
D(c, (x)d, (y)e)* d(ulx) if c+i(u), 
D(c, (x)d, (y)e) -+ 0/y) if c *j(b), 
J(c, (x)d)+ d(ulx) if c+ r(u), 
R,(c, co, . . . , c,_~)-,c, if c-m,, 
R(c, d, (x,y)e)+d if c--)0, 
R(c, d, (x, r)e)+&, R(a, d, (x7 y)e)lx, Y) ifc-++), 
R,(c, (x, yM)+h &,(a, (x, y)W, Y) ifc+-a’, and 
co+ 0’. 
The computation of a term a terminates if a * b where b is a canonical terms, and 
b is said to be the value of the term a. Not all computations terminate in partial 
type theory, in constrast to the case when the iteration type is not present. For 
example, the term R,(o, (x, y)y) does not terminate. 
A minimal requirement for a denotational semantics to be adequate for an 
operational semantics is that a term c terminates if and only if [c]l# 1. For the 
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denotational semantics given in Section 5 it is easily shown that [(A~c)Ap(c, x)1 = 
[cl, whenever 031~ E (Hx E A)B, that is the q-rule holds in the interpretation. 
However, the term (Lx)Ap(c, x) terminates with itself as value since it is a 
canonical term, even though c may be a nonterminating term, for example the 
one given above. Similarly, when 0 + c E (Z x E A)B, if p(c) = E(c, (x, y)x) and 
q(c) = E(c, (X> Y )Y) are the defined projections then [(p(c), q(c))] F [c]l even 
though (p(c), q(c)) terminates whereas c may not. 
Now we modify the domain interpretation of Section 5 to obtain a denotational 
semantics adequate for the given operational semantics. We refer to Section 5 for 
the appropriate assumptions for our definitions. Recall that if F : D + DOM is a 
continuous functor then the functor G : D + DOM defined by G(w) = F(w), , the 
lift of F(w), is continuous by Proposition 1.12. Furthermore, the embedding 
1: E+ E, defined by l(x) = x is continuous. 
H-formation. Define [(Hx E A)B],(w) = II([ADr, [B]r,x~A)(w)I. 
H-inrr&~tion. Define I[(Ax)bnr = 1 ~curry([bJ~,,,,+). 
H-elimination. Define [Ap(c, a)]&w) = [&-(w)@&(w)) if [c]lr(w) # I, 
= 4B@/X)l,(W) if u+(w) = 1. 
Z-formation. Define [I@ x E A)B],(w) = X([Alr, UB]T,XEA)(w)I. 
z-intr&~ti~n. Define [(a, b&(w) = l(([a]lr(w), [b],(w))). 
Z-elimination. Define 
uE(C, (X, Y)%(w) = !dnT,xEA,yCBo +(W, [I&(w)) if u&(w) f L 
= ~UC(clr)lr(w) if u+(w) = 1. 
I-formation. Define [Z(A, a, b)lr(w) = Z([Anr, I&, [b]r)(w)l. 
Z-introduction. Define [r(a)]r(w) = Z([ajjr(w)). 
Z-elimination. Define UJ(c, (x)d)D,( w) = 
F+[(w, I&(w), M-(w), Mr(w)), (w, uah(w), u&(w), I[c]lr(w))l 
wn cxcAh uddm ifu44w)+ 1, 
uJcc, (x)d)ni-(w) = IUC(a.b,CIX,y.L)Ir(W) if ucnr.(w) = 1. 
The remaining parts of the interpretation are left unchanged. Note that we have 
altered the interpretation as little as possible, just making sure that canonical 
terms are not interpreted by 1. It is routine to alter the proof in Section 5, to 
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show that this modified interpretation gives us effective continuous functors and 
effective p-continuous functions, and that all rules are satisfied under the 
interpretation. From now on, the modified interpretation is the denotational 
semantics that we consider. 
In the remaining part of this section we use the following notational conven- 
tions. Letters a, b, c, . . . will vary over terms, i.e. expressions for elements of 
types, while A, B, C, . . . will vary over expressions for types. Recall that an 
expression A is meaningful only if r+A set is a judgement for some r, i.e. 
derived in the formal system of Section 4. Similarly, an expression Q is meaningful 
only if r + a E A is a judgement for some r and A. We also let u, u, w, . . . vary 
over compact elements in appropriate domains. Finally we often write [a] and [Al 
for [ub(I) and ([AD&I). 
We shall now define what we mean by an operational approximation of a 
closed term c. Our main result is then that w is an operational approximation of c 
if and only if w is a denotational approximation of c, i.e. w L[c]. 
Definition 6.1. Suppose 0 + c E D. Then u E [[DIC is an operational approximation 
of c, denoted u < c, is defined inductively on the complexity of D as follows: 
(i) LPI < c. 
(ii) D = NJ,. Then m, < c if c + m,. 
(iii) D =N. Then O-CC if c+O and S(u)<c if (3u)(c-,s(u)&u 4~). 
(iv) D = Q. Then II + 1 -C c if (3u)(c-+ a’ & n < a). 
(v) D = (2 x E A)B. Then (u, v) < c if (3, b)(c+ (a, b) & u < a & ZJ@‘) < b). 
(vi) D E (II x E A)B. Then Ui (Ui; Vi) -C c if (3b)(c* (k)b & (VU e A)(Vi) 
(ui < a implies @~I) < b(u/x))). 
Remark. The V quantifier ranges over all a such that 0 + a E A is a judgement. 
(vii) D =A + B. Then (0, u) < c if (3u)(c+ i(u) & u <a) and (1, v) < c if 
(-Jb)(c+j(b) &v -C b). 
(viii) D = Z(A, a, b). Then I(u) < c if (3d)(c+ r(d) & u < d). 
The following observation, proved by induction on D, gives the trivial direction 
of our main result. Note that the result is necessary in order that the definition 
should make sense. 
Lemma 6.2. Suppose 03~ E D. Zf u -CC then u S[c]. 
Another important observation, which, tacitly, often will be used, is that if 
u+b and u <b then also u <a. 
Lemma 6.3. Suppose 0 j c E D. Then c terminates if and only if there is u E [DL 
such that u < c and u f &,. 
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Proof. Suppose c terminates. Then using the appropriate clause from among 
(ii)-(viii), d p d e en ing on D, in combination with clause (i), we easily construct 
u E [Dlc such that u < c and u # Ino,. In case c does not terminate then clause (i) 
is the only one to give operational approximations. 0 
Once we have proved that operational and denotational approximations are 
identical we have, by Lemma 6.3, that c terminates if and only if [cl) # 1. 
Lemma 6.4. Suppose 0 + c E D. If u < c and v < c and u and u are consistent then 
ULlV<C. 
Proof. Of course we need only consider the case when both u and v differ from 
1. The proof is by induction on D. We consider some cases leaving the rest to the 
reader. 
Case D = N: Trivially true since u and v are consistent if and only if they are 
comparable. 
Case D =(Xx E A)B: Suppose (ui, IJ,) Xc, (us, IJ~) Kc and (u,, ui) and 
(uzt u2) are consistent. Recall that (ur, vi) U (uz, UJ = (ui U u2, u,(U1uU2) Ll 
~~(~~~~2)). Since (ui, vi) XC, there is a, b such that c+ (a, b) and ui < a and 
ui(tol) < b. Inductively, u1 U u2 -C a and ul(tul) U v,@l) < 6. Projection embeddings 
preserve arbitrary suprema so that 
(u* (UlUQ) lJ v*(uIuuz) @I) = v ) Ihuuzml) u v2wJu2ml) 
= 211 @al) u v2(I4_ 
But then (ur, vi) U (uz, vJ -CC by clause (v). Cl 
Lemma 6.5. Suppose 0 =$ c E D. If u -C c and v C_ u then v < c. 
Proof. If v = I then v < c by clause (i). We therefore assume v # I and perform 
the proof by induction on the complexity of D. We do some cases, leaving the 
rest for the reader. 
Case D = N: By induction on n, where u = S”(I) or u = S”(0). The case n = 0 
is trivial. So suppose u = S(u’). Then v = S(v’) and v’ Eu’. Since u <c, there is a 
such that c-s(a) and u’ < a. But then v’ < a, inductively, and hence v x c. 
Case D =(Xx EA)B: Suppose (vi, vJ C(ul, uJ XC. Thus vi Eu, and v2@I) E 
u2. Furthermore there is a, b such that c+ (a, b) and u1 x a and u,@‘) < b. Note 
that 
v*(t@l) =v2(ulM~l) L u,a4* 
Thus, inductively, v1 <a and v,@‘) <b, so (vl, v2) < c. 
Case D = (II x E A)B: In view of Lemma 6.4, it suffices to consider the case 
(W;Z)Lh=LI (Ui;Vi) KC. 
i 
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By assumption, 
(3b)(c+ (Ax)b & (Vu E A)(Vi)(u, < a implies vitnan) < b(a/x))). 
To say that (w;z) Fh is equivalent to z C/z(w) = u {v,(“):ujCw}. To prove 
(w; z) -C c, let a E A be such that w < a. For ui G w we inductively have ui < a 
and hence vi(uan) -Cb (a lx). Now, { u,@~) : ui C w} is consistent since {ui : ui L w} 
is consistent and ui (ui; vi) exists. Thus it follows from Lemma 6.4 that 
u {vi(raal) : ui C w} < b(u/x). But then we inductively have z < b(u/x) and 
hence (w;z) -CC. 0 
In order to carry out the proof that operational and denotational approxima- 
tions are identical, we need to extend the operational approximations to 
judgements with a nontrivial context. 
Definition 6.6. Suppose r + d E D, where r = x1 E Al, . . . , x, E A,. For 
(u; v) E II([r]l, [D]&, where u = (ui, . . . , u,), we say (U ; v ) is an operational 
approximation of d, denoted (u ; v ) -K d, if 
(Vu, EAJ - . . (Vu, EA&, . . . , u,_,/x,, . . . , x,_,))[ul <a, & z.@~‘)< u2 & 
. . . & u n (blk...~‘n-ll) < a, implies vtnolI~...,uann) < d(ul, . . . , a,,/~,, . . . , x,)]. 
In addition, if the set {(ui; vl), . . . , (uk; vk)} is consistent in n([a, ([D&)c 
then ui ( ui; vi) < d if ( ui; vi) < d for each i. 
Recall that the quantifiers in the definition ranges over all u such that 
0 + a E A. The remaining work lies in the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.7. Suppose r + d E D. Zf w L[dlr then w < d. 
In case r = 0 we identify ( I ; v) with v and [D]l with [Db( I). Then we have 
our main result. 
Theorem 6.8. Suppose 0 + d E D. Then for u E IIDjc, u Cud] if and only if u -C d. 
Proof. One direction is Lemma 6.2 and the other direction is Lemma 6.7. Cl 
Corollary 6.9. Suppose 0 I$ d E D. Then d terminates if and only if [d]l Z II~~ 
Proof. By Theorem 6.8 and Lemma 6.3. q 
Proof of Lemma 6.7. The proof is by induction on d. We consider only some of 
the most interesting cases, leaving the remaining ones to the reader. Throughout 
weassumer=~,EA~,... ,x,EA,. 
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Case d =xi: Suppose (u; V) G[xJr, where u = (ui, . . . , u,). Thus 
V c-[x&-(u) = ui in lMr-(~) = iMillr;(ul, . . . , cd. 
Let aI E Al, . . . , a,, EA,(~, . . . , ~~._~lx~, . . . , x,-J and suppose 
U1 < a1, . . . ) ujtn4 9.... IGIl) < ai, . . . ) un(t~ll~ . ..* hmll) < a,* 
We have ~(b~l,.~~.b-d) = v(8~11.~~~.bn~) and, since u &ui, ~(1”1lr...~~~i-11) ~~~(I~ll,~~~~~a,-l~)~ 
By assumption, qC[a~ls.~~~b-d) < ai, and hence by Lemma 6.5 
@II I... Ad) = vaml.-..~~~i-ll) < Qi GXi&, . . . ) a,/xI, . . . , X,)_ 
Case d = (Ax)b E (II x E A)B: Suppose (u; V) C[(k)b],, that is 
v~[(Ax)bIl~u)= curry(UbBr,,,A)(4, where u =(ul,... , u,). 
Suppose ai EAT, . . . , a, EA,(u,, . . . , a,_.,/~~, . . . , x,-J are such that u1 -C 
al,. -. 3 4 (EaJ~~~~Jan-l~~ <a,. The case when v = I is trivial. So suppose v # 1. 
Then 
v = (z; 4 ~wmy), (ywkd4~h. 
Recall that 
(r; ,#talI.-.t%l) = (z’; ,+,‘) where 
z) = ,a4..,I%1) and ,,,I = ,@d..t~,lJ’)_ 
Since (z; w) LU(Ax)blL-(u) =curry(Ublh-,,,,)(u), we have 
w ~curry(UbD,.x,A)(u)(z) = uwhsAh 4, 
that is ((u, z); w) CIIblr,x.a. 
Inductively, we have ((u, z); w) -C b. Let e E A(u,, . . . , a,,/~~, . . . , x,) and 
suppose z’ = z(~aJ,...JuJ) < e_ Then 
w” = w(tall*~-~lanl~cel) < b(u,, . . . , a,, e/x,, . . . , x,, x) 
= b(u,, . . . , a,/~,, . . . , x,)(e/x) 
Thus b(ul, . . . , a,, e/x,, . . . , x,, x) E B(u,, . . . , an/xl, . . . , x,)(elx), and 
wII = ,(Iod >..., b.l~z’MaIl1...~ M.f4) 
= w ‘(IaIl> .I%l.I4) 
= UWh, . . . , dh . . . , ~,)IL,[~r, klll(w’). 
From clause (vi) of Definition 6.1 it follows that 
(z’; w’) < (Ax)b(ur, . . . ) an/xl, . . . ) x,) = ((Ax)b)(q, . . . , f&/XI, . . . , x,) 
which was to be shown. 
Case d = Ap(c, a) E B(u/x): For simplicity we first consider the case where 
r = 0. Assume Ap(c, a) has been obtained from c E (IIx E A)B and a EA. Let 
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I # w C[Ap(c, a)]. Then [c]l# I and [Ap(c, a)] = [cj(l[u]l). By the continuity of 
[cl there is u’ &[a] such that w C([clj(v’))(tul), and by the continuity of [Bh,__, 
there is 21” C[a] and w” E IIB]lrsA(u”) such that w”@l) = w. As usual, we set 
0 = u’ Ll V” and r? = w”(“). Then 0 and ti are compact and w = EJ@~). Consider 
( fi’; W) E II ([An, [BheJc. Then we have 
w E (ucn(V ‘))@I) = (ucn(u ‘))(c)(tol) L (ncl(ii))(tar) 
and hence ti EI[c](U). But then (0; @) LI[c], so, inductively, (ii; I?) -KC. 
Furthermore, ii Gl[u] and hence, also inductively, 0 < a. Note that clause (vi) of 
Definition 6.1 must hold for c and hence c--, (J.x)b and KJ@*) < b(u/x). But 
c+ (Ax)b implies Ap(c, a)+ b(u/x), so w = dtal) < Ap(c, a) as was to be shown. 
Now consider the case when r # 0. Suppose (u; V) L[Ap(c, a)],, where u 
= (4,. . * , u,), and let a, E Al, . . . , a, E A,(ul, . . . , u,_,/xl, . . . , x,-1) be such 
that u1 < a,, . . . , u,(call~..~~fan-ll) -C (I,,. Assume also that we are in the nontrivial 
case where U+(u) # 1. We need show 
V = t~(t~~‘,~..,t~~‘) < Ap(c, ~)(a~, . . . , an/xl, . . . , x,) 
= Ap(c(ul, . . . , ~/xl, . . . , xn), a@,, . . . , an/x,, . . . , x,)). 
By assumption, Y T[Ap(c, u)b(u) = [c~(u)(l[u~(u)). Thus 
fi c[Ap(c, ,)~(,)([a~~~.~.~~n~~) 
CUAP(C, adu~ln,. . . , ua 
= UAp(c, a)(~,, . . . ,4x1, . . . , de- 
By the proof for r = 0, we have 
U < Ap(c, a)+,, . . . , an/x,, . . . , x,) 
which completes the proof for the general case Ap(c, a). 
Case d = R,(c, (x, y)e) E C(c/z): We consider the case with empty context, 
leaving the general case to the reader. Suppose w E[R,(c, (x, y)e)] E [C(clz)I = 
ucnZEnad). w e P rove our result distinguishing between the two cases [cl = o and 
UC] < 0. 
where 
First consider the case [[cl = IX. Recall that then 
UfMc, (4 yk)ll= AL 
m> = ~~Cl,,O(O)~ f,(n +1) =Uellr,n,y.cc,,z,(n,f,(n)). 
Since w is compact, w Q.(n) co) for all sufficiently large 12. By the continuity of 
ucrh we may choose such an it so that there is GJ E [C]lz,n(n), such that 
w = rVc”). We show how to choose a sequence vo, tar, . . . , v, such that 
uo = ~[Clzsa(0)9 u?l=Gandforeachi=O,...,n-1 
vi&L(i) and ui+l CU4L~,,E~~X& 4. 
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Note that this means that ((i, Vi); vi+i) C[e]lrER,yeCcx,zj for i = 0, . . . , n - 1. By 
the choice of n, u,, = W Q.(n). Using the p-continuity of le] = I[e~cn,Ysc.(x,r~ there 
is v,-~ E iIQ.dn - I)c such that u,_i Cf,(n - 1) and v, c[el(n - 1, v,_i). 
Continuing in this manner we obtain our desired sequence. 
By our induction hypothesis we have i < c for each i E [Q~,. Letting i > 0, this 
means that there is a, E Sz such that c+ (al)’ and i - 1 <a,. It follows that i < a, 
for each i E [C$. Continuing in this manner, we obtain a sequence of terms 
c=ao, a,, . . . ) a, E B such that ui+ (u,+~)’ and j < ui for each j E [Qlj,. For the 
sequence vo, vi, . . . , ZJ, above, we also have by our induction hypothesis that 
((i, vi); v~+~) -C e. Now, 
0 < a, and vO(~) < &(a,, (x, y)e) 
by clause (i) of Definition 6.1. It follows that 
vi@) < e(a,, &(a,, (x7 y)e)lx, y) 
since ((0, vo); vl) < e. But 
R,(G~, (4 r)e)-+&((4JJ (x, y)e)+e(a,, &(a,, (x, y)e)lx, Y) 
and hence 
vl@) < &(G-~, (x, y)e). 
Continuing in this manner we eventually obtain 
w = v,(~) < R,(a,_,, (x, y)e) = R,(c, (x, y)e). 
This completes the proof when [cl = w. 
Now suppose I[cj = it E [Szg,. Then, inductively, n < c and hence (in case it > 0) 
there is a, E 52 such that c--, (al)’ and n - 1 <a,. Thus we get a sequence 
c=a,, a,, . . . , a,, E Q such that a,--, (ai+l)’ and IZ - i < ai. By assumption, 
w cueh ~~)4n=fdud~ =1344Kx.~b). 
To complete the proof, obtain a sequence vo, vl, . . . , v, = w as above and prove 
analogously that 
Vi < R,(U,_i, (X, y)e) for i = 0, . . . , t2. 
Then, in particular, w < R,(c, (x, y)e). 0 
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